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WHERE DO WE WORK? 

 

Niassa Special Reserve is situated on the border with Tanzania in northern Mozambique. It is divided into 17 
management concessions but managed as one whole by the NSR management authority (a co-management 
agreement between ANAC and WCS. Our headquarters and Mariri Environmental centre which is the hub of all 
our activities is in the yellow shape inside Niassa Reserve in concession L5 South which we manage with Mbamba 
Village 

WHY SHOULD WE CARE? 

Niassa Special Reserve is situated in northern Mozambique on the border with Tanzania and is one of the largest 
protected areas (42,200 km2; 16,000 ml2) in Africa. It is managed through a co-management agreement between 
the Government of Mozambique (National Administration of Conservation Areas (ANAC) with Ministry of Land, 
Environment and Rural development (MITADER) and Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS). The protected area 
supports the largest concentrations of wildlife remaining in Mozambique including an estimated 800 - 1000 lions, 
300-350 African wild dogs as well as 3000-4000 spotted hyaenas and possibly.  Recent leopard data (2021) 
showed that leopard population densities were patchy and ranged from 0.496 leopard/100km2(CI: 0.14 - 1.699) 
to 4.54 leopards /100km2 (CI:2.81-7.34).  Free-ranging African lions have declined over the last century to fewer 
than 23,000 today (Riggio et al., 2012; Bauer et al., 2015; Dickman et al, in prep). Well managed protected areas, 
particularly large, protected landscapes like NSR that can support more than 1000 lions, are critically important 
for future recovery efforts for lion conservation (Lindsey et al., 2017). These types of landscapes are becoming 
increasingly rare.  NSR remains one of the 6 strongholds for lions, spotted hyaenas, leopards and African wild dogs 
left in Africa today.  Securing these large landscapes with their prey and habitats should be of local, national, and 
international importance and has large landscape benefits for both wildlife and Niassa’s people.  

Of course, it is not just about the large carnivores.  They do not live-in isolation. They really are indicators of 
ecosystem health. Recent research has reaffirmed the important role that these large carnivores play in 
ecosystems (Ripple et al., 2014) and the cascading negative ecological effects when they are lost. They are also 
the foundation upon which Nature-Based Tourism in Southern and East Africa has been built. Nature-based 
Tourism can be an important driver of poverty alleviation, employment, revenue sharing and development for 
local communities and government in Niassa and Cabo Delgado Provinces. The recent report entitled “The New 
Lion Economy. Unlocking the value of lions and their landscapes” (Stolton, S and Dudley, N. 2019. Equilibrium 
Research, Bristol, UK) illustrates this well.  



However, as we stop the loss of the lions and other carnivores, we also need to reduce the costs for people who 
live with these carnivores and unlock the cultural, economic, and ecological value of these landscapes and these 
species for communities and national governments to ensure that conservation is resilient and sustainable.    It is 
difficult to live with large carnivores and the costs on coexistence must be reduced. While NSR might be able to 
support 2000 lions ecological this might be too many for coexistence.  

Large carnivores in Niassa Reserve 

As the Niassa Carnivore Project we independently monitor lions, leopards, hyaenas and African wild dog 
threats and trends across NSR for the NSR management team, ANAC and global conservation efforts.   We 
look for ways to reduce specific threats to these carnivores in partnership with ANAC and our activities and 
conservation outcomes are presented in detail in the report.  Our goal is to find solutions that work and to 
scale these through collaboration and knowledge sharing. It is very important that we share not only our 
successes but also our failures and our journey. 
 
In ten years, the human population inside NSR has almost double from 25,000 people to the current 50,000- 
60,000 people (INE 2019). Niassa’s people are resident across 47 villages that are inside the protected area and 
live closely with wildlife.  Some of the poorest people in the world are living in this region and are the custodians 
of these carnivore populations.  Major current threats to the carnivore population in NSR are the direct poaching 
of large carnivores for the illegal wildlife trade in lion teeth and claws and leopard skins through poison, snaring 
and shooting and bushmeat snaring where lions, hyaenas and leopards and their prey are caught as by catch in 
snares set to catch animals for wild meat. Unlike other areas, conflict with large carnivores is low, largely due to 
the absence of cattle inside NSR, but still needs to be managed to reduce attacks on smaller livestock and on 
occasion, people.  

In NSR at present, a consilience of indicators converges on a conclusion that lion, hyaena and leopard 
populations are declining (trend in call up and camera trapping survey, small pride and pack sizes, illegal 
mortality). All the large carnivores and are showing a patchier distribution compared to 10 years ago with 
source and sinks areas and increasing threats. This is a very different landscape to 18 years ago when we 
first arrived. Given the size of Niassa Reserve and the logistics it is critically important that we regularly 
assess and refine our approach to take on new threats and approaches.  We remain committed to work with 
ANAC (National Administration of Conservation Areas) and the Mozambican Government as well as the 
Niassa Reserve management team (co-management agreement between ANAC and Wildlife Conservation 
Society), communities, concessionaires and other partners to find solutions.  
 

WHY IS THE REPORT IN THIS FORMAT? 

We are an outcomes-based conservation organisation – we set the conservation outcomes we wish to see and 
then adapt our activities as necessary, monitor our progress through simple indicators until we see movement in 
the right direction towards the outcome we are looking for.  Success, failure, challenges and the journey are all 
equally important.  Conservation success needs to be measured not only on by what activities you do, but on your 
failures and how the success was achieved.  

To be able to adapt our activities we need to look at our progress clearly and critically each year, monitor trends 
of indicators, assess challenges and failures so that we can build activities for the next year. We experiment and 
frequently programs do not work, and we need to change direction.  This report builds on what we have learned 
each year to provide a complete record through which any of our program (disasters and successes) can be 
tracked.  Our annual reports are written not only to report to our donors and partners including the Mozambican 
government but also to provide a detailed record of our journey. As much as possible we do not write different 
reports or present different financial reports for different audiences. Our annual reports since 2003 form a 
detailed, and unique record of a conservation organisation and our programs.  



HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR JOURNEY (2003-2021) 

2003 – Niassa Carnivore Project is started.  

2003- 1st Carnivore Survey of NSR; 24 carnivore species identified and their basic threats. 

2004- Detailed report on the Lugenda River Fishery that identified all the types of fishing. Still the most detailed 
look at the fishery today. 

2005 – 1st NSR wide lion and Hyaena call up survey to create baseline. Confirmation that NSR holds one of the 
most important lion and leopard populations left in Africa. This survey has been repeated every 3 years to 
monitor the trend in lions and hyaenas (2005, 2008, 2012, 2015, 2018). 

2005 – Lion Collaring starts – intensive study area now L5 South, ongoing long-term study. 

2006 - MOMS community wildlife guardian program started with 5 guardians from 5 villages and now has 47 
guardians spread across 90% of NSR villages. This provides one of the most important and continuous monitoring 
records in NSR with datasets on HWC, fishing, special species and mortality.  

2006 - Developed the innovative “Lion Points System” and NSR lion hunting regulations with SGDRN which 
includes an innovative age-based system for quota setting that is now considered “the gold standard” across the 
region and has been implement in Zimbabwe, and Tanzania and considered for implementation cross 
Mozambique. Published data in 2017:  

2007- NCP won International Rufford Innovation Award for innovative lion conservation work in NSR. 

2007 – NCP attended IUCN regional meetings and NSR wild dog and lion populations included in IUCN 
conservation strategies for the first time, and this confirms NSR as a critically important conservation area for 
these species. 

2008 - First leopards radio collared to understand age, mass and home range sizes used for camera trapping 
surveys 

2008 – Contributed NSR data to the Mozambican lion survey and National Lion Conservation Strategy and 
National African Wild dog and Cheetah Conservation Strategy. Updated in 2015 

2010- Survey data on lion attacks analysed to identify behaviours that make people vulnerable to attack. This 
leads to Safe Behaviours campaign ongoing today that has been successful at reducing attacks by lions and other 
carnivores on people and livestock. No attacks on people since 2018. 

2012 - Agostinho Jorge (Conservation Manager) obtains his MSc and publishes on leopards in NSR  

2012 - TRTCF and NCP wins the tender to manage concession L5-South (580km2) which has been NCP intensive 
study area since 2003 with full support of Mbamba Traditional Leaders. Mariri Investimentos is registered as a 
Mozambican entity.  

2013- Lion Scholars secondary school scholarship program is started to provide full secondary school scholarships 
to Niassa children. 60 children have now received scholarships.   

2013 - Alternative livelihoods programs initiated which are now reaching more than 300 households in 7 villages 
and include beekeeping, beehive fences, crafts, small livestock. Many lessons have been learned. 

2013 –NCP builds SMART model for NNR with partners from ANAC, MIKE, Panthera, WCN, WCS and NNR 
management. SMART is fully implemented in L5-South and continues to provide support and additional training of 
technicians in other concessions. 

2014- Spirit Creatures: Niassa’s hidden realm documentary is released in English and Portuguese.  
It wins an International Green Screen Award as best independent film. 
 
2015- Mariri Environmental and Skills Training Centre in L5-South is open. It is built entirely by Mbamba residents 
and aims to provide environmental and conservation education to Niassa’s people. This centre provides 



accommodation for 20 people in cottages to support bush visits, game drives, activities, wildlife clubs, 
conservation education courses with more than 200 visitors a year. 
 
2015- Partnership with Still Standing begins to create Joy of Life, Niassa program that reaches children with 
education, health and conservation messages through basketball, song and dance. This program is ongoing for 5 
years and reaches more than 300 children each year. 

2016- Mbamba Committee is registered and we sign an innovative community conservation partnership 
agreement with Mbamba Village to manage L5 South. The first of its kind in NNR which is based on CBNRM 
principles with conservation performance payments and focuses on cosnervation and development.  

2016 - Eusebio Waite, (Mbamba Village), who runs our lion monitoring team wins two international awards – 
Disney Wildlife Conservation Hero Award and Houston Zoo, Wildlife Warrior Award for his work on lion 
monitoring and conservation. 

2017- Innovative Mariri Education app for non-literate users is developed with WildKnowledge to assess 
knowledge and effectiveness of education programs.  

2017 – Fernando Macamero wins an international Africa Ranger Award for his courage and commitment as head 
of antipoaching for NCP / Mariri at the height of the poaching crisis. 

2018- Agostinho Jorge – NCP Conservation Manager awarded WCN scholarship to complete his PhD study on 
bushmeat consumption and trade in Niassa Reserve through University of Kwazulu Natal in South Africa.  PhD is 
ongoing. 

2018- Mpopo Trails Camp is opened, a joint venture community tourism camp with Mbamba Village at Mpopo 
Hippo pools. This is the first community tourism camp in Niassa Reserve designed generate funds for Mbamba 
Village community conservation fund and is locally crafted and built. 

2018 – 10th Annual Lion Fun day celebrated in Mbamba Village. In 2019 this festival reached more than 1500 
people, has been broadcast in National TV and is well known in the province.  

2019- NCP has provided US$1.5Million in cash payments (salaries, stipends, benefits) to Mbamba residents in past 
5 years. This is invigorating the conversation economy. 

2019- Elephant and Buffalo trench of 4km is dug by hand around Mbamba Village to stop animals coming into the 
village. This also creates work for more than 200 people with $12,000 paid in daily wages by Mbamba 
Conservation Fund and NCP. It proves to be very successful and for the first time in decades bananas and papaya 
are again growing inside the village.   

2020- 1st collaboration dog vaccination program in partnership with NSR, Mozambique wildlife Alliance and NCP 
to vaccinate domestic dogs against rabies and canine distemper to reduce disease risk for people, dogs and 
wildlife. 

2020 – Lion Coalition Project is launched for three years. Designed, funded and implemented by NCP as a 
collaborative action plan to reduce illegal killing of carnivores (2021-2023) through providing funding and support 
for intensive protection zones, lion collaring, community camera trapping for performance payments and 
increased antipoaching. This builds collaboration between key partners under a joint objective. 

2021 – Best Conservation Team Award awarded by the African Conservation Awards. 

2021 – Antonio Chabana, Conservation Manager achieves his Pilot’s license. 

2021- Camp is evacuated November to February due to Insurgency inside NSR but reopens in February 2022 

 

 

 



STRUCTURE AND GOVERNANCE   

Colleen and Keith founded The Ratel Trust (TRT) to support their conservation work in Africa.  In 2017, trust 
transitioned to a not-for-profit company, TRT Conservation Foundation NPC. The three pillars of TRTCF are 
conservation action, conservation leadership and conservation support.   

Niassa Carnivore Programme is one of the TRT CF programs and is governed both by TRT CF and Mariri 
Investimentos Lda in Mozambique.  TRTCF is a 75% shareholder of Mariri Investimentos.  We have two 
agreements that govern our work in Mozambique; our 5-year rolling MOA with ANAC (National Administration of 
Conservation Areas) that governs our carnivore conservation work as NCP across Niassa Special Reserve and 
nationally (Section A of this report) and our lease contract (15 years renewable for 10 years) for Concession L5 
South (58,000 hectares) as an concessionaire inside NSR (Section B of this report).   We also have a conservation 
partnership agreement between Mariri and Mbamba Village to manage L5 South as a community conservation 
concession 

Annual financial reports for TRT CF are provided by John Edwards Accounting in RSA.  Our financial reports for 
Mariri are overseen by SEG accounting Lichinga, Mozambique. We produce a combined financial report for NCP 
activities each year that reports on all donor funds provided for the previous calendar year for NCP activities in 
Mozambique with a summary in this annual report.  Our full annual reports and summary financial report are 
freely downloadable on our website www.niassalion.org. . All our financial systems are independently overseen by 
Lisette Gelber from Nomad Consulting who also mentors our Mozambican bookkeeping and financial team.   

We partner with several Mozambican organizations including ANAC, WCS Mozambique, Still Standing and 
Mozambique Wildlife Alliance (MWA). Further afield we collaborate with the African Lion Working Group (Colleen 
Begg and Agostinho Jorge are members of ALWG), IUCN Cat specialist Group and Canid Specialist Group.  
Agostinho  and Benvindo are members of the African Conservation Leaders Network (Maliasili), Andrew and 
Agostinho were selected for EWCL – Emerging Wildlife Conservation Leaders and are part of this international 
network. Colleen Begg is a founding member of Pride Lion Conservation Alliance (a collaboration of lion projects 
in East Africa; www.pridelionalliance.org); on the leadership team of the Lion Recovery Fund, Wildlife 
Conservation Network (www.lionrecovery.org), a founder and on the leadership council of Women for the 
Environment , Africa (a leadership initiative for African women conservation leaders,  
(www.womenfornevironment.org)  Our goal is for NCP to be completely Mozambican run and managed by 2028 
as Keith and Colleen transition from their roles as Directors to members of the board. Financial support will 
continue from TRT CF as needed. 

Niassa Carnivore Project – renewable MOU with ANAC SECTION A 

As NCP we have had a 5-year renewable MOU with ANAC since 2003 that governs our activities to protect 
carnivores across NSR in collaboration with ANAC.  This MOU harnesses our expertise as independent carnivore 
conservationists to assist ANAC with carnivore conservation across Niassa Special Reserve  and further afield. This 
covers Goal 2 to 4 of our strategy.  

Mariri Investimentos - L5 South Management lease contract for L5 South signed with ANAC in August 2012 – 580 
km2.  SECTION B 

This is Goal 5 of our strategy. Concession L5 South has been the intensive study area and base of the Niassa 
Carnivore Project since 2003. We tendered for this concession in 2011 to ensure we had security of land tenure, 
to be able to build an environmental centre and to be able to protect this area in partnership with the people who 
live here. Mbamba Village supports 2000 people across approximately 420 households in a high-density wildlife 
area that is spectacularly beautiful. This is the first and, at present, only concession managed in partnership with a 
community inside NSR through a mixed CBNRM model of conservation performance payments, philanthropy and 
tourism. community conservation agreement inside NSR.   Together we protect 58,000 hectares of NSR.  

http://www.niassalion.org/
http://www.pridelionalliance.org/
http://www.lionrecovery.org/
http://www.womenfornevironment.org/
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TRT Conservation Foundation (NPC South Africa) 

Directors: Keith Begg, Colleen Begg, Stephen Clark 
Executive Assistant:   Ashleigh Lee 
 

Mariri Investimentos / Niassa Carnivore Program 

Directors: Colleen Begg – South African; Keith Begg - South African; Agostinho Jorge - Mozambican 
 
Managers: 
General Manager Andrew Mkanage - Mozambican 
Education Manager; Ludencia da Silva -Mozambican 
Community Manager:  Benvindo Napuanha – Mozambican 
Conservation Manager and Pilot: Antonio Chabana- Mozambican 
Camp, Admin and Tourism Manager: Lurdes Massingue – Mozambican 
MOMS community Manager: Horacio Murico- Mozambican 
SMART Manager and Monitoring: Quiteria Muarapaz- Mozambican 
Head of Antipoaching:  Bento Amine (Mozambican) 
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OUR TEAM 

 

Essential staff (minimum)  Basic Job Description Permanent employees Seasonal employees 

Expats National Local Local 

Managing Director Fiscal management, work plans, overall conservation 
and community development strategy, regional and 
international collaboration, fundraising and donor 
engagement, monitoring and reporting, oversight of all 
programs, particularly community and education.   

1 (RSA)    

Operation Director Pilot, Conservation Strategy, on site donor development, 
logistics, and procurement, protected area 
management, with focus on antipoaching, ecotourism 
and infrastructure, 

1 (RSA)    

Conservation Director  Conservation Monitoring, national and regional 
relationships and partnerships, trends in illegal trade 
and use in carnivores, mentorship and internships, 
conservation community partnerships.  

 1   

Community Manager and his 
team 

Alternative livelihoods and community partnerships  2 3  

General Operations Manager 
and his team 

Logistics, Camps, HR and Administrations, infrastructure, 
protected area management, roads, ecotourism, 
leadership, and mentorship., biodiversity, camp 
management, vegetable garden 

 1 21 18000 workdays (100 
people for 6 months) 

+40 women collect and 
sell thatching grass.  

Education Manager and 
team 

Environmental Education programs, conservation 
education, mentorship, and leadership of our team 

 2 2  

Workshop Manager and his 
team 

Head of workshop and all repairs and training of 
mechanics 

1 (RSA) 1 5  

Head of Antipoaching and 
his team 

Security, mentorship, training, data logging  
 

52 12 Community scouts 

38 scouts 

1 Antipoaching Head and 
2IC 

SMART & Conservation 
Monitoring    

Monitoring – antipoaching, animal densities  2 5  

MOMS Wildlife Guardian 
Coordinator and his team 

MOMS wildlife Guardians program    1 1 47 stipends/ part-time 

HR and Finances  HR and Bookkeeping, correspondence, salaries etc.   2 1  

Ecotourism Mpopo trails camp (8 beds, 4 decks)  1 5  

Total  3 13 95 
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In the past 7 years we have invested more than US$1, 8 million in Niassa based salaries and stipends and 
more than $420,000 annually. This is helping to drive a conservation-based trickle-down economy. 

 

 Trend in amount of money paid each year into Niassa based salaries and stipends across our programs 
and including our permanent and seasonal staff as well as our MOMS guardians and women who collect 
grass annually.  This is part of the NSR conservation economy. Note that the decreased spending in 2020 
due to Covid has been recovered in 2021.  
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Program Description Conservation 
Economy - 
Amount (US$) 

Trend in revenue over time (2015-2021) 

MOMS 
Guardian 
Program 

47 (increased from 
44) local men and 
women across 90% 
of villages inside 
NSR earn stipends 
as MOMS guardians 

$73 250in 
stipends over 7 
years, $17 725 in 
2021 at 
1USD:62Mt 

 

 

Seasonal 
work – 
salaries 
and 
stipends 
including 
g grass 
collection 

Seasonal work 
focused in 
Mbamba Village 
for conservation 
services (grass, 
construction, 
roads, trench).  
Grass collection 
restarted in 2021. 

$ 545 000 over 
7 years 
$113,638 in 
2021 

 

Permanent 
staff 

Our team is 98% 
Mozambican, 
wherever possible 
we hire locally from 
villages within 
Niassa Reserve, or 
within province.  
85% of our team 
are from villages 
inside NSR. These 
data are salaries 
are for permanent 
staff living inside 
NSR only. 

$1 745 282 in 7 
years.  

$385,126 in 2021 
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Program Description Conservation 
Economy - 
Amount (US$) 

Trend in revenue over time (2015-2021) 

MOMS 
Guardian 
Program 

47 (increased from 44) 
local men and women 
across 90% of villages 
inside NSR earn stipends 
as MOMS guardians 

$73 250in 
stipends over 7 
years, $17 725 
in 2021 at 
1USD:62Mt 

 

 

Seasonal 
work – 
salaries 
and 
stipends 
including 
g grass 
collection 

Seasonal work 
focused in Mbamba 
Village for 
conservation services 
(grass, construction, 
roads, trench).  Grass 
collection restarted in 
2021. 

$ 545 000 
over 7 years 
$113,638 in 
2021 

 

Permanent 
staff 

Our team is 98% 
Mozambican, wherever 
possible we hire locally 
from villages within 
Niassa Reserve, or 
within province.  85% of 
our team are from 
villages inside NSR. 
These data are salaries 
are for permanent staff 
living inside NSR only. 

$1 745 282 in 7 
years.  

$385,126 in 
2021 
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Table: Current Threats to carnivore in Niassa Special Reserve based on monitoring indicators 
compared to baseline data  and adjusted annually based on mortality records. 
 

Threat Lion 
Spotted 
Hyaena 

Leopard 
African Wild 

dog 

Inadvertent 
Snaring / 
poisoning 

High, 
Increasing 

High, 
Increasing 

Medium Low 

Targeted 
killing for 

IWT 

High, 
Increasing 

(Teeth. claws, 
skins) 

Medium, 
Stable 

(Traditional) 

Medium 
Stable 
(Skins, 
teeth) 

None 

Retaliation 
due to 
conflict 

Low Medium Medium Low 

Disease 
Medium 

Decreasing 
Low Low 

Medium 
Decreasing 

Sport 
hunting 

Low 
Medium 
(females) 

Medium 
(Young age) 

None 

Road kills Low Low Low 
Medium 

Increasing 
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OVERALL, THREATS TO CARNIVORES IN NIASSA SPECIAL RESERVE 
The major threats to carnivores in Niassa Special Reserve are bushmeat snaring which not only kills them 
directly but reduces their prey, and direct poisoning and snaring for parts, particularly for the escalating 
international illegal wildlife trade in lion claws and teeth and for leopard skins. The fate of lions and 
leopards in NSR is therefore tightly linked to the trade and consumption of bushmeat and increasingly to 
the trade in lion parts (teeth and claws) and leopard skins.  This is different to East Africa where conflict 
with livestock is a major threat.  

  

Data on the mortality of large carnivores is provided by the MOMS wildlife guardians, informer networks, 
NCA operators and anecdotal accounts.   

 

 

 

 
Illegal mortality for poaching 

• Overall NCP collated records of 20 lions were killed during the course of 2021 across Niassa Special 
Reserve (Table 1) as well as 6 leopards, and 13 hyaenas. These are minimum numbers as vast areas of 
NSR do not yet have effective antipoaching efforts in place. An additional 5 lions and 24 leopards 
were sport hunted. 

• For the past three years known illegal lion mortality has been between 20-30 lions a year with a total 
of 74 lions known to have been killed between 2019 and 2021.  This is not sustainable and highlights 
our concern and the need for action through this coalition project. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In total over past eight years (2013-2021), a minimum of 96 leopards, 152 lions, 107 hyaenas and 
39 African wild dogs were killed illegally.  In 2021, we have specific data on 21 lions, 6 leopard 
and 14 hyaenas killed illegally. This is likely to be an underestimate given low scout presence in many 
areas, and difficulty in finding poison and snaring events. 
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Table 3: Summary of carnivore mortality inside NSR over past 5 years 

Year Hyena Leopard Lion Wild dog Total 

2017 6 8 13 1 28 

2018 5 6 6  17 

2019 23 18 21 16 78 

2020 7 7 29 5 48 

2021 13 7 24 0 44 

Total 54 46 93 22 215 
 

 

Figure: Map showing large carnivore mortality in NSR between 2013 and 2020 showing the distribution of 

events (note most records show the village where the dead animal was seen and not necessarily where 

the animal was killed). A rough estimate of data quality has been determined based on presence, road 

coverage, scout density, operational intelligence, operational SMART and EarthRanger systems. This can 

be significantly improved through adding additional data from the aerial survey and operator information 

that NCP does not have access to.  It is important to recognise that the lack of data on poaching does not 

signify no poaching. 
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CARNIVORE STATUS OVERVIEW 

LION 

   

NSR Trend:  Declining across NSR (graph) with series of sources and sinks (map).  Well protected areas are 

restocking areas of high illegal offtake though dispersing male lions. NSR survey was meant to be 

completed in 2021 but as cancelled to do increase in insecurity and will be completed in 2022 if possible.  

NSR estimated population:  Overall, 810-1084 (mean 932 adults). Average density of 2.21 lions / 100 km2; 

but high variability. Density in L5 South = 3,96 adults / 100 km2 with intense protection.  However, data 

are from 2018 and new assessment is overdue.  Additional lion surveying techniques will be implemented 

in addition to callup in 2023 to compare results. 

It is predicted from habitat analysis that NSR could reasonably support a density of at least 3-5 lions / 

100.km2 or 1260-2100 lions if prey were at carrying capacity. No data has been provided to NCP from 

2018 aerial census. These data would allow us to calculate current prey density and estimated carrying 

capacity for lions in NSR.  

Main Threats 

• Illegal wildlife trade for teeth and claws 

• Bushmeat snaring. 
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Declining trend in Lion populations as estimated from the Call UP Survey conducted every three years. 

This survey needs to be conducted again and was meant to be done in 2021 but cancelled due to 

insecurity. If possible it will be conducted in 2022. In addition new methods of surveying lions are 

planned for  2023 to provide additional data.  

 

Number of lions reported to be killed illegally since 2013 across NSR. Note the effort is not constant 

across years and these numbers can only be seen as a minimum verified number not the actual number 

killed which is likely to be higher due to incomplete coverage and data. 
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Causes of known lion deaths between 2006 and 2021 showing the increase in poisoning incidents. 

All lion sightings across NSR are collated by NCP combining data collected by scouts on SMART, NCP lion 
tracking team, MOMS community guardians and through the Niassa Carnivore App) developed and 
maintained by NCP. There are still major areas of NSR for which no data are available as there are no 
operators using the app or using SMART, open concessions without an operator and no villages.  
Additional information will be available in 2021 through the leopard camera trap survey and lion and 
hyaena call up survey. We will continue to encourage the use of the app across NSR and surrounds and in 
partnership with NSR management assist other operators with implementing SMART. 
 

  

2020 Reported lion sightings 2021 Reported lion sightings 

Figure: Overall sightings of lions across NSR collected through SMART, carnivore sightings app and MOMS 
community guardians based in villages in 2021 showing the increase in coverage in western NSR between 

2020 and 2021.  
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Areas where there are no lion sightings do not indicate no lions; simply that no information was received 
from operators, through the app or via SMART and/or could be attributed to a lack of villages in these 
areas.  This is an indicator of collaboration and willingness to engage by operators. Through the 2021-
2023 lion coalition project there has been a significant increase in lion data in western NSR and we hope 
to fill in data in other areas in 2022.   
 
Population of lions in L5 South has recovered to 2 to 9 prides with a decrease in male turnover and 
increase in cub recruitment due to decrease in snaring.  However, in this intensive study area all prides 
are collared, and data suggest an increase in lions being killed for lion parts (2020: 3 collared lions dead 
2021: 3 collared lions dead and 1 euthanised due to mother being killed.   
 
Threats 2019/ 2021)  

Threat Trend Mitigation 

Bushmeat 
Snaring  

Increasing - urgent action 
needed. 

Solution: Anti-poaching and intelligence; alternative livelihoods and local 
employment. Anti-poaching teams are managed and funded by each operator 
individually with varying effect and with some oversight from NSR 
headquarters. The NSR headquarters also manages its own NSR antipoaching 
scout force (35 patrol scouts, NSR SMART report Jan/Feb 2020).  There is low 
antipoaching coverage of NSR (NSR SMART report 2021). Bushmeat snaring is 
extensive, and products are bought both locally and regionally (A. Jorge pers. 
com, PhD data). While there is a Reserve-wide SMART model that was 
developed in collaboration with multiple partners in 2014, SMART is not used 
consistently across NSR. It is not mandatory for operators to use SMART.  It is 
therefore impossible to correlate snares removed with scout patrol effort.  

Lion trade Increasing - urgent action 
needed. Since 2016 has 
increased dramatically in 
both the region and 
Mozambique with 
indications of similar 
increase in NSR.  

Solution: Intelligence and coordination both within NNR and across the 
region.  
Better intelligence and coordination are needed at NSR level to assess level of 
trade and its connections to regional trade and to follow up on poaching 
events. While only one record of lion bone trade has been reported, trade in 
teeth and claws has increased dramatically both in NSR and in Mozambique 
nationally. Collaboration between NCP, ANAC, PAMS, TRAFFIC and WCP has 
been initiated to address these concerns. 

Disease Stable but significant 
potential threat from 
canine distemper 
outbreak from 
unvaccinated domestic 
dogs inside NNR.  

Solution: Vaccination of domestic dogs for rabies and canine distemper 
completed in October / November 2020 in a joint effort by NSR, NCP and STS. 
Minimum of 583 domestic dogs inside NSR (survey 2019) in 28 villages. 42% 
were vaccinated in 2020.   

Retaliatory 
Killing 

Declining. No person 
killed inside NSR by lions 
2012-2021, low attacks 
on chickens and goats 

Solution: Safe shelters and behaviours. 
Rapid response team and decision tree to provide quick response times when 
there are conflict events is in place. Extension works with focus on specific 
behaviours that make people and livestock vulnerable to attacks (identified by 
research) and ways to build safe corrals and shelters has been successful and 
attacks have decreased markedly. Ongoing extension work is done by NSR and 
NCP community and education teams with MOMS community wildlife 
guardians actively promoting and assisting with safe shelters and monitoring 
across 44 villages inside NNR. 
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Sport 
Hunting 

Stable and low threat 
But additive to illegal 
mortality so impact 
depends on anti-
poaching efforts in each 
sport hunting concession.  

Solution: Ensure lion regulations (6 year age minimum), points system and 
aging are enforced and audited.  
Threat has declined from 2006 since implementation of lion regulations and 
Points system (Begg et al. 2017) when 75% of lions were underage and offtake 
was high. At present offtake is stable however not all sport hunting operators 
are conducting or supporting effective anti-poaching in their blocks. In these 
areas illegal mortality is additive to mortality of lions and their prey from sport 
hunting and sustainability is of concern.  

 

Spotted hyaena Crocuta crocuta. 
 

 

 
NSR Trend:  Declining across NSR.  The number of hyaena clans observed dropped markedly between the 

2015 and 2018 survey from 78 to 58.  Hyaenas were less commonly seen in the west (R1, L1) and in L9 

compared to 2015. Data from the aerial census in 2018 are still not available and therefore cannot be 

used to calculate carrying capacity based on prey.  While data show declining trend, perception is that 

hyaenas are overpopulated and “worthless” (expressed by sport hunters at operators meeting) and 

causing conflict (communities). While attacks have declined by hyaenas this may be due to reduction in 

population. Hyaenas are particularly vulnerable to poison.  
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Trend in Spotted hyaena population survyed through call up surveys across NSR 

NSR Estimated population: Overall, in 2018, 3167-4132 (mean 3649).   

Known illegal mortality: At least 74 hyaenas were illegally killed inside NSR in past 5 years. There were 24 

killed illegally in 2019 and 7 in 2020, 14 in 2021. One hyaena was euthanised by NCP as it was causing 

problems in Mbamba and was severely injured by a snare in 2019, another hyaena was seen with a snare 

in 2020 and then disappeared, one hyaena was desnared in 2021.  It is likely that hyaenas are killed 

through poison and this is difficult to monitor.  

Main threats 

• Traditional use -tails, paws, tongues.  

• Poison – as bycatch for poison set for problem animals and for lion parts. 

• Sport hunting of females as it is impossible to tell males and females apart and females are being 

taken as trophies which can severely disrupt clans. Of 13 skins samples from sport hunted 

trophies taken in 2019, 10 have been analysed to date and 6 are females (60%).  

 

 

Two hyaenas found without feet and tails on Lichinga Rd. Parts were taken for traditional medicine. 
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Main threats 2019-2021 

Threat Trend of threat Mitigation 

Snaring and poisoning – 
inadvertent killing  

Increasing due to increase in 
poisoning 

Solution: Antipoaching and 
intelligence. At present monitoring 
of antipoaching across NSR is not 
consistently occurring across NSR 
and coverage is low in most 
concessions. Highly variable number 
of scouts on the ground in different 
concessions. Potential vulture 
project to alert to snaring events in 
collaboration with NSR WCS and 
Chuilexi in 2022. 

Retaliatory Killing / 
attacks on people and 
livestock 

Stable but may be under 
reported. Perception bias.   

High perceived threat by 
communities that will result in 
retaliatory killing.  Solutions: Goat 
corrals and safe shelters are 
effective for hyaenas for goats and 
chickens. Traditional views of 
hyaenas are negative perceptions.  
Mitigation with a three-pronged 
approach of implementing safe 
behaviours (safe shelters and goat 
corrals), extension and education 
work through Environmental centre 
and MOMS guardians and a specific 
survey of perceptions of hyaenas to 
understand how to effect behaviour 
change more effectively as hyaenas 
have strong spiritual significance.  

Sport Hunting Stable but of concern. Sport 
hunting of hyenas is focused 
primarily on females  

Solution: Reduce quotas on hyaena 
and increase area over where they 
are hunted to reduce impact on 
clans. Implement Hyaena 
regulations. Counter perception 
that hyaenas are trash species.  
Largest animal shot in a clan is likely 
to be a matriarch and this can cause 
clan to collapse.  Given overall 
decline in hyaenas this needs to be 
addressed. 
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African Wild Dogs-: Lycaon pictus 
 

 

NSR Trend:  Stable but average pack size has declined to below 7 for the first time in 10 years following a 

decline in 2020. This may be an early warning sign of a population decline in the African Wild Dogs. 

Further data from 2022 will determine whether this is a trend. Since African wild dogs do not scavenge 

and do not cause conflict this is unlikely to be caused by illegal mortality in snares or poison but more 

likely to be due to prey. 

 

 

 

Estimated numbers: 300-350 across 30-35 packs in NSR, 3 packs in L5 South and breeding with high pup 

survival. 30 dogs in a pack in eastern concessions. 
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Known illegal mortality: Low.  8 in 2019 and 5 in 2020, zero in 2021. Emerging threat of road deaths with 

8 in 2019 in Negomano area.  Wild dogs are a positive carnivore in NSR as people regularly steal meat 

from them. 

Main threats 

• Road kills as traffic on roads increase. 

• Rabies 

• Loss of prey 

 Main threats 2019-2021 

Threat Trend of threat Mitigation 

Bushmeat Snaring and 
poison 

 Low – African wild dogs do not 
scavenge so are unlikely to be 
affected directly by snaring. 

Increasing but patchy – NSR is 
becoming a series of sources 
and sinks for wildlife. Bushmeat 
snaring causes loss of medium 
sized prey. 

Solution: Antipoaching (but not consistent 
across NSR, not reported across NSR on 
SMART). Snaring requires different techniques 
that reducing elephant poaching, Aerial 
support does not provide much support, but 
targeted ground patrols and intelligence is of 
more use. 

Road deaths Increasing Solution 

Increasing road deaths in Negomano area. 
Wild dogs are easily killed by cars as they often 
rest on roads during the night.  Road deaths of 
Wild dogs have been recorded on Lichinga 
road near Majune as well. Solution is to 
enforce low vehicle speeds in NSR particularly 
on district roads and use of signs 

Disease Stable through vaccination but 
significant threat due to 
growing population of 
domestic dogs in NSR.   

Solution: Vaccination of domestic dogs  needs 
to reach at least 70% of all domestic dogs and 
repeated each year.  Annual campaign in place 
since 2020. Clear rules on where domestic 
dogs can reduce contact between wild dogs 
and domestic dogs (land use planning).  First 
vaccination completed in 2020, repeated in 
2021 in partnership with NSR team 
Mozambique Wildlife Alliance.   

Retaliatory Killing / 
attacks on people and 
livestock 

None  

Sport Hunting None game and cause them to disperse. 
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Leopard Panthera pardus 
 

 

 

NSR Trend:   Declining. Increasingly patchy distribution.   Increasing in some areas, stable in others and 
decreasing in others. Density estimates cannot be reliably extrapolated NSR given size of the protected 
area and variety of conservation intervention. See leopard camera trapping report.  

Estimated density: NSR leopard population estimates ranged from 0,1 to 1,7 leopards /100km2 in an open 
concession in miombo woodland to 2 – 8 leopards /100km2 in the eastern concessions with mixed 
riparian / woodland sites.  In 2012, 2-4 leopard / 100km2 in Miombo woodland and 9-12 leopard / 
100km2 in riparian woodland if available prey (Jorge, 2012). The 2021 data shows consistency between 
all three of the eastern leopard population estimates (L7, L8 and L5S) with a mean leopard population 
density of 4.34 leopards / 100 km2.  All three sites have active tourism operators operational for at least 
10 years and all were in a mixed woodland/miombo and with some riparian habitat including a portion of 
the Lugenda River. They consist of a mix of sport huntin, sporthunting + tourism and ecotourism sites. The 
lowest density in NSR across the 6 sites was in L4W; 0.496 (0.14 - 1.69) in a concession with high people 
presence along the Mecula-Mussoma corridor, low antipoaching coverage, no active operator and was 
situated in Miombo habitat away from the Lugenda River.  Leopard population densities are currently 
higher in sites in eastern NSR (L8, L7, L5S) compared to west of the Mecula-Mussoma road in NSR (L2, L3) 
and these differences cannot simply be explained by habitat differences as all 5 grids included miombo 
and riparian habitat. These differences are likely to be due to higher human impacts and historically lower 
antipoaching and conservation efforts in the west.  See specific leopard camera trapping report. 

 

Known illegal mortality in past 6 years: 53 leopards reported killed illegally in past 5 years, likely to be 

much higher with.  9 leopards reported killed illegally in 2019: 7 in 2020 and 6 in 2021. 

This level of non-natural mortality is of major concern for the leopard population in Niassa Reserve. The 

level of illegal killing, and young aging of sport hunted trophies suggest that the Niassa leopard population 

could be overexploited.  A recent study shows that in over exploited populations young males stop 

dispersing and as a result inbreeding increases with young adult males mating with their mothers and 

sisters (Naude et al 2020, Unsustainable anthropogenic mortality disrupts natal dispersal and promotes 
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inbreeding in leopards.  Ecology and Evolution 10 (8).) This may explain why so many young leopards are 

being seen and sport hunted by hunters. 

 

Main threats  

• Sport hunting of young individuals 

• Snaring for skins and bycatch in poison and snares 

• Retaliation for Conflict 

 

THREATS 2020/ 2021 

Threat Trend of threat Mitigation 

Bushmeat Snaring  Increasing, main risk is 
reduction in small prey 
such as duiker, impala.  

Solution: Increased antipoaching, consistent across NSR 
with high coverage  

Leopard Skin trade Increasing  Solution: Intelligence and antipoaching 

Retaliatory Killing / 
attacks on people and 
livestock 

Stable  Solution: Resolved through effective corralling with roof 
and door at night for goats and chickens. Safe shelter 
and safe behaviours extension and education work 
through Environmental centre and MOMS guardians. 

Sport Hunting Stable but of concern as 
leopard quotas higher than 
1 leopard / 1000km2 
hunted and leopards are 
consistently young than 7 
years of age indicated as 
age minimum for 
sustainable hunting.  

 Since 2006, 68% of leopard trophies have been younger 
than 4 years of age with only 7% considered old. 
Recommended age is 7 years or older to reduce 
infanticide. Information from bait sites of multiple young 
males at one site suggest that repeated baiting and 
hunting from the same sites has destabilised resident 
male leopards. Solutions: Continue to enforce leopard 
sport hunting regulations. Encourage quotas based on 
area hunted (1 / 1000km2) and with significant rest sites 
not age given difficulties with aging. Increase area of 
concession hunted. Encourage sport hunters to not use 
the same bait trees each year as this destabilised 
leopard home ranges.  Encourage better antipoaching in 
sport hunting areas to ensure there is not illegal 
mortality added to the legal mortality.  
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Lion Radio collaring 

NCP has been collaring lions since 2005. Our focus is not on research of lions in general as they have been 
extensively studied across Africa, but rather on collecting data to inform conservation management 
questions and reduce threats. The focus is on answering specific conservation management questions to 
ensure that lions can be better protected in Niassa Reserve. Data on home range and prey are collected 
and analysed at intervals but are not central to our conservation work (See Begg et al, 2012. NCP 
Technical report). 

To date lion collaring has been primarily focused in L5 South in eastern NSR. This area was chosen as our 
intensive study area for lions in 2003 as it has a variety of habitats, a large resident community in 
Mbamba Village and is surrounded by protected area (open, sport hunting, conservation). It used to have 
extremely high levels of snaring (3-5 lions were killed a year between 2008 and 2010) until we took over 
management of l5South in 2012 so has been an important site to monitor prey and lion recovery. These 
long-term datasets in a relatively small area with a large community inside the ares are invaluable for 
monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of conservation and community programs, changing threats 
over time, and movement patterns of lions when dispersing and around villages. NCP collars lions to 
understand seasonal movement patterns around villages, understand dispersal and mortality, which has 
been an intensive study area for lions since 2005. These lions move well beyond the boundaries of this 
small concession (580 km2) and are monitored across NSR by EarthRanger and the Save The Elephants 
app if they have satellite collars, and by our lion ground tracking team (four people in two vehicles) for 
Telonics VHF collars. Collaring will be extended into other Intensive Protection Zones to increase 
knowledge and focused anti-poaching efforts through the Lion Coalition Project in 2021-2023.  

Several questions have been asked and answered in this intensive study area over time. The results have 
been included in previous reports but are summarised here to provide historical context 

1. Accurate Aging - Determination of visual age criteria for male lions by following known age lions 
over time (mane development, nose darkening). This study arose because of sport hunters 
suggesting that male lions in NSR do not develop big manes. The results showed that male lions in 
NSR do develop big manes but only once they are mature and over years of age age cateories (, 4 
years, 4-6 years, older than 6 years could easily be distinguished) through visual cues.  

Output: Pamphlet on age determination in Niassa lions, training of PHs, Development of Lions 
Points system, 2005 NSR lion Regulations.  

Outcome: Reduce threat of sport hunting of underage lions, reduced offtake, increased age, 
more sustainable lion hunting independent of lion population estimates that is considered “gold 
standard” for lion sport hunting monitoring.  

2. Prey, home range and density:  Baseline information was collected on prey and home range size 
between 2005 and 2011 in the intensive study area, now L5 South. In 2012, 22 prey species were 
identified for NSR lions with bushpigs, buffalo, waterbuck and kudu the primary prey.  Early 
warning of the elephant poaching crisis was provided by increasing number of elephant calves 
appearing in lion prey in 2009. The mean home ranges of Niassa lions was four times larger than 
those recorded in Selous Game Reserve (207.2±16.0km2 vs. 48.5 km2) and densities were  4.6 
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times lower.  These data provide baseline for c0omparison with 2018-2023 data from Lion 
Coalition project across west and east of NSR. 

Output:  Baseline data on home range, and lion prey showing the importance of warthog and 
bushpig and home range sizes ten years ago.  

Outcome: Early warning of poaching crisis in 2009-2011 based on increase in elephant calves as 
prey at a time when poaching was said to “not be an emergency”. Basis for comparison of prey 
densities over time – ongoing analysis 

3. Disease Threat: It was suggested in 2004-2005 that lions in NSR were affected by disease, and this 
explained low density. Collaring and analysis of blood samples of all individuals in L5 South and 
blood samples from sport hunted lions showed that lions were not affected by disease (they 
tested negative for canine distemper, canine parvo virus and other diseases, only positive for FIV 
which does not affect survivorship) however presence of increasing domestic dog populations 
was a risk  

Output: Disease analysis, domestic dog survey. 

Outcome: Reduced threat of disease from domestic dogs through vaccination, monitoring with 
NSR team 

4. Movements around village – monitoring of seasonal movement patterns of collared lions around 
Mbamba Village, have shown that as in Tanzania, lions move into mashambas in the wet season 
to find prey (crop pests) particularly bushpigs and warthogs when it is difficult for them to hunt in 
the wet season.  As people are in the fields protected their fields during the wet season this 
brings people into direct contact with lions at night. These data were collected along with data on 
the effectiveness of living fences in keeping lions out of fields and data on lion attacks across 
Niassa Reserve.  

Output:  Identified key vulnerable behaviours for people.  Developed extension education and 
outreach campaign to focus on safe shelters - safe behaviours poster, toolkit for lion-human 
conflict, educational materials and activities for MOMS guardians and Mariri Environmental 
centre team.  

Outcome: Reduced attacks on people by lions in NSR – no lions attacks in past 3 years.  Reduced 
threat of retaliation. 

5. Ground truthing of callup survey – the callup survey for lions and hyaenas has been completed 
across NSR every 3 years since 2005. The call up is also done in L5 South and it helps us 
determine the response rate for the callup which is built into the statistical model. 

Output: Testing of response distance for callup survey, testing of response of collared lions 

Outcome: The callup response has not declined, collared lions within range respond to call up and 
have not become habituated, the model has been calibrated for Niassa lion response and 
distance. 
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6. Dispersal from a source population – where do lions go. Collaring of young male lions born in L5 
South and monitored as they become independent as shown movement patterns in neighbouring 
concessions, with deaths from snares and sport hunting both inside and outside NSR.  

Output: Understanding of movement patterns along Lugenda River, small size of L5 South not 
enough to protect them, vulnerability of lion that disperse outside of L5 South. Implementation 
of Earthranger with SMART to monitor lions and protected protection with scouts. 

Outcome:  Earthranger and SMART fully implemented in NCA concessions across more than 
10000 km2 with specific intensive protection zones to reduce threats to lions in this core area.  

7. Movement of lions across Mecula Corridor –where should the wildlife corridor be to link western 
and eastern Niassa given the new zonation plan and community development zone. In 2019 and 
2020 we will try to collar lions in L4 E to monitor movements around the communities in the 
Mecula corridor (development zone).  Attempts were made to collar lions in 2019 in L4 East, but 
no lions could be found despite extensive searching. We will continue in 2021. 

Expected output: Maps of movements of lions around villages in L4East, focused antipoaching, 
reduced snaring. 

Expected Outcome: Development of intensive protection zone in a wildlife corridor in L4 E and L4 
W to ensure continued movements of lions safely through this area. Data on home ranges sizes 
will be compared to prey density and 2012 data  

8. Collaring for Conservation to reduce illegal mortality in intensive protection zone – The Niassa 
Lion Coalition project to reduce the illegal mortality of lions.  Start 2021 

Collaring of all lions between 2005-2010 in L5 South and collaring of leopard proved conclusively 
that bushmeat snaring was the main threat in areas where there was no antipoaching effort and 
high community presence.    Between 2005 and 2008 5-6 lions were killed a year in L5 South 
alone. Snaring increased male turnover, increased infanticide with few cubs reaching adult hood 
and prides were small with 1-2 adult females. One Pride, F-Pride died out as all adult females 
killed or died, many cubs did not reach adulthood, 2 male cubs dispersed but there were no 
female cubs.    In 2012, The intensive study area started to be managed as L5-South in a 
partnership between NCP and Mbamba Village (co management agreement). This was a unique 
model in NSR with equal amounts spent on antipoaching and community development.  This 
successful model was then scaled into the Lion Coalition Project with an action plan to reduce 
illegal killing of lions through developed of intensive protection zones of 500km2 with increased, 
stratified antipoaching effort guided by information from the collared females in key prides. 

Why collar lion prides in Niassa Reserve and surrounding areas:  

Current collaring by NCP in collaboration with MWA and ANAC is not for research (although data is 
analyzed to improve knowledge) but a proactive conservation program aimed at reducing the illegal 
killing of Niassa lions in Niassa and stabilizing the Niassa lion population by focusing on protecting key 
prides. Niassa Reserve is very large, and it is currently impossible to have equal antipoaching effort across 
the entire landscape. We need to stratify antipoaching efforts to protect key prides and key intensive 
protection zones to stop the decline.  Data from L5 South (580km2) show this approach to be successful. 
This is also called the “halo approach” and has also been independently initiated by Panthera in Kafue 
National Park) as it delivers focal protection for key prides to boost survival and recruitment during times 
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when the lion population is declining in a large landscape where equal effort is impossible across the 
whole landscape. 

Prides are the foundation of a lion population and are stable when there are at least 3-4 adult females in 
each pride with subadults, cubs (Paul Funston pers. com) and low turnover of pride males.  When prides 
are stable, lions breed regularly with males dispersing into surrounding areas. The collars (where possible 
one VHF collar and one Satellite collar in each pride) help us understand where these key lion prides 
move, especially around communities.  The lions collared with SAT collars can be monitored on 
Earthranger on a daily basis (but not real time) showing their general areas of movement. This 
information is then fed into antipoaching patrols through SMART to increase antipoaching coverage and 
effort in areas where the lion prides are (stratified antipoaching).  The focus is not on simply protecting 
the collared animals in real time but on proactively protecting the entire pride, even those that are not 
collared, by removing snares and increasing presence where the lion pride habitually moves. This is a 
proactive (rather than reactive) conservation strategy to reduce poaching not only react when a lion is 
already dead. These well protected lion prides will then stabilize and be the source of dispersing male 
lions for other areas. Over time the size of the intensive protection zones can be increased so that more 
and more of the lion range and more and more lion prides are well protected and collaring will become 
less important.  

Location data from collars are currently used to: 
• Inform antipoaching patrols so they can be sent into areas where the lions are moving to 

remove snares and provide a presence to dissuade poisoning.  
• Send rapid response teams to last locations when alerts are received that a lion has not 

moved, or collar has stopped transmitting. This will increase our opportunities to remove 
snares, preserve crime scenes, catch poachers, and increases our understanding of actual 
mortality of lions for the lion trade.  

• To increase our understanding of lion movements around villages and across the 
Community Development Area along the north / south road which potentially could 
divide the reserve into eastern and western areas.   It will allow for better positioning of 
corridors of natural habitat within the community development zone in future to reduce 
effect of ribbon development along the road through the centre of NSR.   

 

A full independent annual report on the NCP lion coalition project is available on request. A summary is 
provided here. 
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Table: : Summary of collared lions alive in 2021.  

No. Identity Name Area Pride Composition 
Total 
No. 

 C-PRIDE   1 adult female, 2 sub-adult females 3 

1 LICF16 Catarina L8 & L5N Adult female   

 A-PRIDE   
2 collared adult females, 4 sub-adults (3F 
and 1M) 

6 

2 LICF20 Anna L5N & L5S Adult female   

3 LICF09 Mapili L5S & L5N Adult female  

4 LICM28 Andrew L4E & L7 
Adult male, born in A-Pride now 
independent and dispersed 

1 

5 LICM26 Miguel L5N & L8 Lone adult male 1 

 J-PRIDE   1 adult female, 2 sub-adult males 3 

6 LICF17 Julieta L5N & L5S Adult female  

7 LICM33 John L5S & L5N 1 adult male, independent  1 

 M-PRIDE   1 adult female, 2 sub-adults (1M and 1F) 3 

8 LICF13 Maezinya L5S & L4E Adult female  

 R-PRIDE   1 adult female, 2 sub-adults (1M and 1F)  3 

9 LICF14 Ricki 2 L5S & L7 
Adult female (other adult female in this 
pride was killed in 2020- collar found) 

 

 D-PRIDE    2 adult females 2 

10 LICF21 Dinya L5S & L4E Adult female  

11 LICF24 Daniella L5S & L4E Adult female  

12 LICM29 Tukia L4E Lone adult male 1 

13 LICM29 Lawrence L5N & L6 Lone adult male 1 

 E-PRIDE   2 adult females with1 sub-adult female h  3 

14 LICM30 Eusébio L4E & L7 Now independent male 1 

15 LICF22 Emily L5S  Adult female  

16 LICM32 Chipiri L5S & L5N 2 adult male coalition 2 

 N-PRIDE   5 Adult females 5 

17 LICF23 Nyuro L4E & L7 Adult female   
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  In 2021,  
• NCP lion team in partnership with WCS and Mozambican Wildlife Alliance vets immobilised and 

collared 15 new lions and replaced collars on four animals. 
• 29 lions are currently collared and monitored through a combination of VHF and satellite collars 

across 16 prides (21 females, 8 males).   
• Through these collars, 74 lions (31 females, 12 males, 7 subadult males, 8 subadult females and 16 

cubs born in 2021 are being provided with better protection.  
 

 

Table 1: Composition of 16 lion prides currently monitored. 
 

Category Adult 
Female 

Adult Male Subadult 
Female 

Subadult  
Male 

Cubs (2021) Total 

Collared 21 8 0 0 0 29 

Uncollared  10 4 9 6 16 45 
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Home ranges of 10 prides with satellite collars. Additional prides are monitored through VHF collars 
inside L5 South.  

 
 

Figure 5: Home ranges of 8 male lions with satellite collars. 
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By overlaying the patrol tracks onto the lion positions, we are able to assess how effective we are at 
protecting the known lion pride ranges and ensuring the lion collar data is being used for conservation. 
This will improve over time as partner SMART managers are able to more effectively use SMART and 
EarthRanger, not only to monitor activities but to debrief and plan patrols into sensitive areas where lions 
are moving in near real time. 
 
The overall goal of this three-year project is to reduce the illegal killing of lions inside NSR and stabilise 
the lion populations so monitoring lion mortality and pride size is critical metric of the project. Increasing 
the footprint of effective monitoring so that we have better information on the scale of the threat – 
particularly the lion parts trade that started in NSR around 2015 is important and requires further 
collaboration with NSR as there are currently many gaps.  See Objective 4. 
 
 

Objective 3: To develop and improve the reserve wide citizen science MOMS 

community wildlife guardian program to monitor threats, distribution and include 

communities in conservation and outreach as citizen scientists. 

Full Report prepared by Horacio Murico and Celestino Dauda with a summary here. 

Overview  

This program was started by NCP in 2006 with 5 guardians and has since grown to 47 (increased from 44 
in 2020) community guardians spread across 47 villages in Niassa Reserve and is currently the only project 
representing more than 80% of the villages inside NSR. The program initially followed the Eventbook 
program established in Namibia and has over the past 12 has been adapted to suit the NSR reality.   

Management Oriented Monitoring System (MOMS) is collaboration led by the Niassa Carnivore Project 
(NCP) with Niassa Special Reserve and communities living within the Niassa Special Reserve. In recent 
years, the collaboration has included Luwire Conservancy and Chuilexi Conservancy concession operators 
as they have dedicated community teams. MOMS is managed and supported financially in its day-to-day 
activities by the Niassa Carnivore Project (NCP) since its inception. The members of the MOMS 
community are the Community wildlife guardians who are all residents in their communities and receive a 
stipend and training for the work they do govern by an MOU with NCP. 

MOMS has key functions: Collecting relevant data in communities for the conservation and management 
of the Niassa Reserve, helping local communities to live with wildlife, raising awareness among local 
communities about good conservation practices, serving as a link between local communities and 
administration of the Niassa Special Reserve, and the mitigation of human and wildlife conflict. In the 
collection of data in the communities, we have 5 forms which are: special species, problem animals, 
community fishing, animal deaths and honey collection. 

1.1. Special Species (EE) 

 MOMS guardians collect data from sightings of some species considered rare, at risk, or indicators for 
conservation, in this list are the following species: buffalo, wildebeest, hippopotamus, tortoise, crocodile, 
lion, leopard, wild dog, hyaena and elephant. 
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1.2. Problem animals (PA)  

MOMS Guardians collect information on all types of conflict incidents from elephants to snakes from all 
species without exception.  

1.3. Community fisheries (PC) 

MOMS guardians collect information of fishing activities carried out within the Niassa Reserve, with a 
focus on kg of fish caught, fishing gear used for the capture of fish and the provenance of the people 
involved in this fishing activity. 

1.4. Animal Deaths (MA) 

Initially this factsheet recorded the mortality of ten species however this was extended to collect 
mortality information (natural and other) from all species, the sex of the species and the cause of death.  . 

1.5. Honey Collection (CM) 

This is  a new form  started in 2021 which collects information  on honey gathering and seeks from to 
know the amount of honey collected, whether the Sego bird was followed and how far away the honey 
was. This datasheet was developed with the support of the Sego Research Project that has been active in 
NSR for 5 years. 

The guardians sign a part time agreement are paid monthly subsidies for information and activities, are 
provided with caps and T-shirts and all materials needed) as well as provide ongoing mentorship and 
support and are connected through a WhatsApp group as well as regional and annual training workshops. 
The data is paper based but also input into a google drive that is available for NSR to use. This now 
represents one of the most important long-term datasets inside NSR and has been used by multiple 
consultants as well as for post-doctoral studies  

To ensure rapid response for serious incidents of human wildlife conflict a WhatsApp group was 
developed, and phone provided for all the guardians so they can be in touch with community teams of 
Luwire, Chuilexi, Mariri or NCP teams guardians send information via WhatsApp. NCP is responsible for 
rapid reaction for carnivore conflict across NSR. 

Progress in 2021 

Note the carnivore data has been included in the section on carnivores, An overview of the data collected 
is provided here.  

• 27 guardians were mobilized to open bank accounts, Mpesa and E-mola, for the purpose of payment 
of their subsidies. 

• 6 new community guardians were successfully recruited and trained in the communities of Nanjete, 
Nalama, Nahavara, Chamba, Chituche and Milepa bringing the total number of guardians to 47; 

• In coordination with NSR  and NCP environmental education sector, we carried out  rabies and safe 
shelter outreach campaigns.  

• All the information collected by the guardians was entered in the database. 

• Six workshops were successfully held, 3 regional workshops, 1 leaders' workshop and 2 annual 
workshops; 
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• More than 15722 sightings of special species were recorded however data were not collected 
between October – December due to insecurity.  

• Buffalo (39%) were the most commonly sighted species, followed by elephants (27%) and then 
African wild dogs (29%).  

• The species with lowest sightings were tortoise, leopard and wildebeest. 

• The three villages with the most sightings were Mbamba, Chiulukuto, Mucoria that occupies 
in third place with 774 animal sightings. 

• More than 800 animals were recorded dead by the Wildlife Guardians – with bushpigs and warthogs 
the most common.  

• Where cause of death was known, rope snares were the most common, (371 dead animals;  43% of 
all deaths recorded during the year) with wire snares responsible for 140 deaths (16%).  

• Domestic dogs were used for animal hunting in all districts and were reported to have killed 74 
animals.  

• The wildlife guardians reported 4587 cases of human wildlife conflict with the majority (3320) the 
destruction of crops) and these were mainly caused by baboons (33%), then pigs (30%) and thirdly 
elephants (16%) and buffalo (10%).   

• In total 612 domestic animals were killed and 29 people were injured. One person was sadly killed.  

• Additional damage was done to fruit trees (471 incidents) and grain stores (153 incidents).  

• Nearly 21 tons of fish catches were measured and were mainly caught in nets (51%) with 35% caught 
in traps.  

• Honey collection was new to the community wildlife guardians in 2021 with more than 8400kg 
measured between January and September.  Most of this honey was collected by following the 
honeyguide (Sego; 77%) with only 22,6% found without the honeyguide.  

 

• Challenges 

• Some of the communities are very complex it is difficult to gather and pass on conservation 
messages. 

• Some guardians are still struggling to speak to the public and lack confidence. 

• There are still a number of guardians, who do not report and do not record data in real time 
while others report non-existent data, specifically in the Mavago area. 
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LION COALITION PROJECT 

In response to the data collected and presented here, extensive consultation at the 2020 Operators 
meeting and growing concern, NCP has put together a collaborative action plan to reduce the threats to 
lions and other carnivores inside NSR. Funds for this project have been raised.   This is the Lion Coalition 
Project, 

Loveridge & Canney produced a detailed model to predict lion density based on soil and rainfall 
surrogates (NDVI index) which in turn reflects prey biomass. From this model it is predicted that NSR 
could support a density of at least 3-5 lions / 100 km2 or 1260-2100 lions.   Currently NSR support 800-
1000 lions, and this is declining.  Intensive protection of Concession L5 South (58,000 km2) by NCP / 
Mariri has shown that a density of 3.9 lions / 100 km2 is possible without a concomitant increase in 
conflict.   A sustainable lion population with manageable conflict may be 1000-1500 lions. 

Inside L5 South between 2008 and 2010, 5-6 lions a year were being killed a year in snares set by 
Mbamba Village (2000 people), male turnover was high and cub survival was low. Prey densities were 
denuded and there was no income from conservation flowing into Mbamba Village (2000 people).  
Between 2012 and 2020, through a community conservation partnership (see Objective 10) and 
significant investment of $800-1000 / km2 / year focused equally on antipoaching and community 
development and employment, this situation has been completely turned around.  
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The lion prides have increased from 2 prides to 9 prides and increase in cub survival from 22% to more 
than 70%, no attacks on people by lions, increase in prey populations, increase in income to communities 
and opening of community-based ecotourism. This provides a model of what can be achieved in small 
intensively protected zones (500 km2) across Niassa Special Reserve and through community 
partnerships. 

Given the size of NSR and impossibility of providing this level of investment across all 42,200 km2. The 
distribution of communities across NSR, and pattern of source and sinks inside NSR already identified with 
associated differences in lion densities in different areas linked to level of threats, development of a 
series of intensive protection zones (500km2) makes sense and is feasible following the similar work done 
in Kafue National Park by Panthera and in other large landscapes.  

We have developed this emergency Action Plan aimed at stabilising the lion and hyaena populations.  This 
Lion Coalition Project (2021-2023) works with NSR management, operators, and communities to 
incentivise lion conservation. It supports the development of intensive protection zones, and funding will 
be provided to increase antipoaching effort to remove snares in these areas. It will lead to improved 
collaboration and joint monitoring. It will also incentivise selected communities by performance 
payments linked to live sightings on camera traps, following the successful implementation of 
community-based camera trapping for performance payments developed by Ruaha Carnivore project 
(Amy Dickman, Pers. Com).   

Long-term Conservation Goal of the Lion Coalition Project 

This program intends to scale towards a long-term collaborative program which aims to increase the NSR 
lion population to 1,200-1500 lions and stabilise the leopard and hyaena population, unlocking the value 
of carnivores to both communities through performance payments, tourism operators and NSR through 
increased funding opportunities and increased tourism. 

3-Year Conservation Goal  

The NSR lion, leopard and hyaena populations stabilises (halting the decline) in NSR (compared to 
baseline data) by decreasing the illegal killing, securing source populations, and directly linking carnivore 
presence with benefits for communities across at least 50% of NSR. 

Full funding (USD $1,366 063) has been raised by NCP for these activities for the next 3 years which 
include. See detailed report for Lion Coalition 2021. 

Summary of Antipoaching activities and metrics 
1. This collaboration currently includes active participation and communication from 4 operators across 

7 concessions covering 16064 km2 of NSR and collaboration with the NSR management team (WCS / 
ANAC).  

2. Nine intensive protection zones were identified in each concession by each operator and budgets, 
activities and funding agreed with NCP.  

3. LRF funding provided to NCP were transferred to each of the concessions for antipoaching and 
operational activities as agreed to in budget:  Chuilexi ($88,030), Luwire ($85,019) and L2 ($61 777). 
Note that the funds transferred had the amounts for the devices subtracted as these were bought in 
bulk in South Africa by NCP/ TRT CF.  
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4. Of the 188 antipoaching scouts employed by the coalition partners, 57 scouts (salaries, equipment, 
and insurance) are directly funded by this project with an additional 40 scouts supported by NCP 
through other funds. Overall NCP is currently providing funding for 50% of the 188 scouts (N= 94).   

5. Through the collective efforts of the Lion Coalition partners in 2021,  
a. 1457 wire, cable and nylon snares were removed, 27 poachers and 66 illegal gold miners 

were arrested. 
b. Five animals were de-snared including one lion and one hyaena with the support of WCS, 

veterinarian Sam Billero and Hagnesio Chiponde from the Mozambican Wildlife Alliance.  
c. 44,468km were ground patrolled over 13170 scout days with an additional 826 km patrolled 

by river boat by the Chuilexi Conservancy. 
6. Late in 2021, both of the new concession contracts for R4 (Grant Taylor) and R5 (Chuilexi) were 

signed. 
7. The Mariri Husky aircraft was operational for patrols and provided aerial support across the entire 

reserve to WCS / ANAC and concessions to complement their activities.  Unfortunately, neither the 
Luwire nor Chuilexi aircraft were operational during this period. 

 
 
Lion Mortality and Lion monitoring 
 
The overall goal of this three-year project is to reduce the illegal killing of lions inside NSR and stabilise 
the lion populations. Monitoring lion mortality is critical as is increasing the footprint of effective 
monitoring so that we have better information on the scale of the threat – particularly the lion parts 
trade that started in NSR around 2015. 
 
2021 activities and metrics 
 
• Eight adult lions were known to have been killed in the lion coalition concessions in 2021 (3 in L5 

South and 5 in Chuilexi Concession). In addition, 1 subadult male lion was euthanised due to the 
snare wound from which he did not recover, and 1 cub died of starvation due to the loss of the 
mother.  

• Of these 8 lions killed, two were collared females and the collars were found with no sign of the 
carcass. One was unconfirmed as a poaching event, as the collar was found in the river and it might 
have been a crocodile attack, 1 had all four paws removed, 1 had canines and paws removed and 2 
were hidden but parts not harvested as poachers are likely to have been disturbed buy helicopter or 
law enforcement activities.  

• Mariri lion mortalities: L5 South (580km2) is a small concession, managed by NCP in partnership with 
the Mbamba Village community through a conservation agreement signed in 2012. In response to the 
lions killed the following actions were implemented: 

a. All details of the lions killed were reported and discussed in Mbamba Village at 
public meetings. 

b. 12 unarmed community scouts were trained and employed representing each of 
the 4 chiefs to patrol the community development area around Mbamba Village 
(2000 people) removing snares and assisting with human wildlife conflict. This 
provides additional benefits to the community from conservation while 
addressing the need for more antipoaching. 

c. Through a conservation performance payment system and conservation 
agreement Mt126,900.00 (USD $2,014) was deducted from the Mbamba 
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Community Conservation Fund for the snares and carnivores killed.  Note this in 
no way suggests that this is the value of the lions killed. This fund directly 
incentivises conservation performance and is used by Mbamba to support 
community projects (school lunch program, electric fence, construction projects) 
through a natural resources committee and governed by an MOU. 

d. Increased intelligence resulted in a suspect being arrested near Mbamba village 
for carrying poison.  This arrest was close to where the lions were killed and the 
court case continues in Lichinga. 

 
 

 
Figure 5: Results from intensive patrolling and removal of bushmeat snares in and around the 

Mbamba village and agricultural lands. There has been a substantial increase in snares removed from 
agricultural land following the deployment of community scouts.  Almost all snaring in L5 South is now 

occurring within the community development zone not the ecotourism zone. 
 

  
• One of the female lioness killed, had two subadult cubs – a male and a female. The male was 

subsequently snared on his paw in June with a thin bicycle brake cable. The snare was removed, and 
both were subadult lions were collared and carefully monitored as they spent most of their time in 
the village agricultural fields. However, the snare wound did not fully heal and there was additional 
potential vascular and sensory nerve damage that appears to have compromised tissue in the paw.  
In October 2021, the decision was taken with NSR approval to euthanise this lion after he was found 
in poor condition, alone and in an area close to a village where he was a direct danger to people.  This 
case illustrates the complex impacts of snaring and human wildlife conflict. 
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Figure: Movements of the injured male lion around Mbamba Village and fields (green and brown) 
where there are a lot of people. His low body condition, difficulties to hunt and proximity to people 
led to him being euthanised. 
 

• In early November 5 lions and 7 hyenas were found to have died due to targeted poisoning and 
snaring events in R6 and L6.  This followed an increase in snaring along the Ruvuma River from 
Tanzanians.  

• On 30 October poachers were arrested with lion canine, leopard parts and bushmeat. 
• In early November, a lion was caught in a snare near Gomba on the Rovuma River and 

had all four paws removed. 
• In late November, scouts found a dead hyaena close to a road and on following up found 

a total of 4 lions and 7 hyaenas poisoned near the Lugenda river in the Chitande and 
Jeuca areas. One of the lion’s had canines and paws removed. Poisoned zebra and 
warthog meat was found. Samples were taken by MVA vet Dr Joao Almeida. Evidence 
suggests that a group of 3-4 poachers tried to hide carcasses under branches and grass or 
by discarding in Lugenda river. These poachers may have been disturbed by WCS 
helicopter operating in the area during elephant collaring exercise which may explain 
why not all teeth and paws were removed. Two juvenile Bateleur eagles also died due to 
the poisoning.  

 
• Overall NCP collated records of 20 lions were killed during the course of 2021 across Niassa Special 

Reserve (Table 1) as well as 6 leopards, and 13 hyaenas. These are minimum numbers as vast areas of 
NSR do not yet have effective antipoaching efforts in place.  

• For the past three years known illegal lion mortality has been between 20-30 lions a year with a total 
of 68 lions known to have been killed between 2019 and 2021.  This is not sustainable and highlights 
our concern and the need for action through this coalition project. 
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Table  NCP collated data from multiple sources on illegal killing of large carnivores in the Niassa 
Special Reserve. 

Year Hyena Leopard Lion Wild dog Total 

2017 6 8 13 1 28 
2018 5 6 6  17 
2019 23 18 21 16 78 
2020 7 7 27 5 48 
2021 13 6 20  39 

Total      54      45      87      22      210 
 

 
Training and development  

• Antonio Chabana, NCP SMART monitoring manager received his pilot’s license in 2021 and has 
logged 150 hours of training and started flying his own patrols inside NSR in December as pilot in 
command.   He has been promoted to Conservation Manager and will continue to support 
implementation of SMART and guiding conservation monitoring activities with a specific focus on 
monitoring the collared lions and lion coalition project. 

• Poison Awareness and crime scene training was provided to scouts from Chuilexi, Luwire and 
Mariri between January to June 2021 by Andre Botha from the EWT Poison Working Group. . 
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Underlying the major threats to all wildlife and particularly carnivores in NSR (snaring and trade) are the 
broader level issues of the extreme poverty of most people living inside the protected area, lack of legal 
livelihoods, opportunities (roads, markets, skills, cash crops, banks), lack of food security and exclusion 
from conservation decision making. People are unable to plan as they are living day to day and are 
concerned about where their next meal is coming from.  Thinking about conservation requires space to 
have an imagination  about the future.  We have a holistic approach to supporting conservation friendly 
development and alternative livelihoods that do not rely on one income stream and support household 
level livelihood programs as well as sharing of revenue and conservation performance payments. 

• The most fundamental ways to increase food security and livelihoods is to provide work either 
through permanent employment or seasonal employment in conservation services.  We focus 
on employing locally wherever possible. 85% of our team are from inside Niassa Reserve and 
18,000 worker days in conservation services provided to our partner, Mbamba Village each year. 

• We also consider our lion scholars secondary school scholarship program a long-term initiative 
to ensure people who live inside Niassa Reserve have alternative options in future. We have 44 
children on secondary scholarships. 

• Our community conservation partnership with Mbamba Village with conservation performance 
payments linked to tourism is also an initiative to increase benefits for communities from 
conservation.  

• The community camera trapping program is a performance payment program that is active in 4 
villages and will be extended to 10  in the Mecula corridor as part of the lion coalition project 
that provides income from photos of wildlife taken within 1 km of the community boundary 
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incentivises live wildlife presence and encourages landuse planning that preserves key wildlife 
areas like waterholes and dambos.  

• Finally, we have small household livelihoods programs such as honey, crafts and livestock across 
villages in the Mecula corridor. 

We focus on providing salaries and direct payments of money to Niassa residents to drive the 
conservation economy and allow choice. 

Community based performance payment (camera trapping program) 
Living with large carnivores such as lions, leopards and hyaenas is difficult and dangerous as they attack 
people and livestock and create a landscape of fear. It is critical to include communities in carnivore 
conservation efforts, minimize conflict and attacks and ensure benefits are received from conservation to 
offset some of these costs.  NCP is already involved in many and varied community programs across NSR 
to reduce conflict (safe shelters) and develop alternative livelihoods (seasonal employment, beekeeping, 
crafts, scholarships, conservation agreements etc).  In particular, NCP currently manages and supports a 
community guardian program across 47 villages inside NSR, which has been running since 2006. This is a 
truly collaborative program that includes communities as citizen scientists to provide information for 
management, extension work to reduce conflict through information on vulnerable behaviours and 
construction of safe shelters and corrals and allows for real time reporting of serious cases of conflict 
through a curated WhatsApp group to allow for rapid response from partners community teams and NSR 
and NCPs teams to reduce conflict. 
 
This specific performance payment program based on camera trapping derived and adapted from the 
Lion Landscapes community camera trapping program in Tanzania is designed to directly link benefits 
with live carnivore/lion presence. The camera trapping project is an extension of the already running 
MOMS community wildlife guardian program and a form of the successful conservation performance 
payment agreement in Mbamba Village L5 South. Through the Lion coalition project the camera trapping 
program will be initiated in 10 villages that already have community wildlife guardians. These guardians 
collect data on human carnivore conflict, mortality of key species, and sightings of special species (lion, 
leopard, wild dog, elephant, buffalo, spotted hyaena, tortoise) that form a solid baseline against which to 
assess success. At the end of the 3-year program we will be able to assess whether the program has 
resulted in a significant change in conflict, mortality, sightings and scale further if needed.  
 
The aim is to invite 10 villages over the next three years to participate in the camera trapping 
performance payment project with 4 in Year 1, 4 in year 2 and 2 in year 3. Villages are invited based on 
whether they are situated in high carnivore density areas. On reaching agreement, each village will 
receive 4 camera traps and will select an additional community camera trap officer to assist the wildlife 
guardian already in place. These individuals will be trained, employed and equipped to place camera traps 
around villages, deployed based on agreed rules.  
 
Each wild animal that is camera trapped generates a certain number of agreed points.  Points are 
allocated every 2 months at a public forum (showing the camera trap pictures), and then summed every 
quarter and converted to an amount of money. The community then decides what they would like to buy 
with the money and in a partnership with NCP these goods are bought and delivered to each village or 
saved for bigger projects.  All large carnivores receive high numbers of points through the community 
camera trapping method. This helps demonstrate a clear linkage between community benefits and the 
presence of species such as lions, cheetahs, leopards and African wild dogs, and reduces the chances of 
people killing large carnivores in general. The program should incentivise the movement of carnivores 
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across the Community Development Area. Approximate amounts to be earned based on points are 
between USD 2,000 and 8,000 per year per village. Changes in illegal mortality, sightings and conflict will 
continue to be monitored through MOMS guardian data collected since 2006, as well as additional 
intelligence. Perception for the program and tolerance towards carnivores will be assessed through 
participatory surveys before and after the three-year period. 
 
 
2021 Activities 

• This program was developed slowly in 2021 to ensure that it was fully voluntary and participatory in 
its design and implementation.  While it follows methods developed by Dr Amy Dickman (Lion 
Landscape, Tanzania, pers. comm.)  each part of it has been adapted to the reality of the NSR 
communities.  

• A team of three was put together from our existing NCP community team to lead and manage this 
project under our community program manager. This team is all from Niassa Provie and two of the 
team grew up in Niassa Reserve.  

• Maico Mauricio – Mbamba resident who was a lion scholar from Grade 8 through rade 12 
and supported through a diploma in public health and environmental management. Maic was 
hired in 2021 to work on our community team. As he grew up in Niassa he has a deep 
understanding of the challenges, power dynamic and needs of local communities and 
understands the frustrations of the young adult age group and through his education has the 
computer, biology and literacy skills to manage the calculation of the points in community 
meetings. 

• Celestino Dauda – Macalange resident is the Head Guardian of the MOMS community 
guardian program that he has worked on since 2006. As an elder with vast conservation 
experience, he understands how communities are structured, the needs of the elder adult age 
group and is well respected. He is able to facilitate meetings and manage conflict so these 
partnership agreements are equitable and understood. 

• Horacio Murico – Coordinator of the MOMS program, Horacio is detail orientated with 
the technical ability to manage the data collected from camera traps, provide regular reports and 
meticulous accounting needed for performance payments to maintain trust. His experience 
managing the MOMS community guardian program allows him to see the bigger picture of 
conservation, conflict and development.   

 
A quick survey was done in 19 villages by the MOMS team (4 groups in each village; men over 40 years, 
men 18-39, women over 40 years, women 18-39) to provide an idea of the possible materials that would 
be valued as benefits from points earned from camera trapping photos of key species and how this varied 
between gender and age.  One simple question was asked “What three things does your village currently 
need that you do not have access to and you think would make life in your community better?   In 
summary all age groups (men over 40, women over 40, women 18-39, men 18-39) indicated that support 
for an electric fence to reduce human wildlife conflict and crop raiding was a priority. It is interesting that 
even in such a simple survey distinct differences in needs were evident. Young men were more likely to 
livelihood opportunities (seeds, domestic livestock, hives). This is important as the objective is to reduce 
illegal killing of lions and it is s young men in the ages of 18 to 39 that are most likely to be involved in 
illegal mining and poaching. This highlights the importance of making sure benefits reach all sectors not 
only the elders.   
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Figure 11: Needs assessment of   19 Villages in the Mecula District 
 

Community camera trapping was started in 4 villages in 2021 – Macalange, Naulala, Lissongile and Ncuti. 
By the end of the year all four had indicated that they wanted to be part of the program, put cameras in 
place, and chosen a camera trapping monitor and committee to assess points through a participatory. 
 
A Toyota Landcruiser hardtop was purchased by Mariri for use by the NCP MOMS and Community 
Program team and a dedicated driver was trained and hired. Omar is one of our lion scholars that 
completed Grade 12 and completed his Driver’s license before being hired. 
 
Through a participatory process (that took some time), an agreement was developed with roles and 
responsibilities and a two-month trial of the program was initiated in Macalange village in September 
October 2021 with a two-year agreement signed after the trial in November. In Lissongile, Naulala, and 
Ncuti there first two-month trial period ran from November to December after which they were to decide 
on whether to sign an agreement. Each village has a camera trap monitor and community guardian who 
both receive subsidies with a committee that governs the activities.  Transparency is critical and points 
can only be calculated through public meetings. Once the agreement is signed permanent positions for 
the cameras are agreed on and the camera posts are fixed into these positions. 8 positions are chosen 
between which they can move the 4 available cameras. All have to be within 1 km of the village and 1 km 
from each other. If a camera trap or internal SD card is stolen or damaged by a person, the camera is not 
replaced.  
 
The agreement details that 1 metical will be earned for each point according to the following table where 
50 points for small carnivores, 100 points for large herbivores, 300 points for medium carnivores, 800 
points for an African wild dog and 1500 points for a lion, leopard or hyaena. These points are converted 
to a monetary value and the community then decide through public meetings what they wish to buy with 
their money. NCP provides assistance with transport. 
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 Table : Points assigned for photographs of different wildlife species for community camera trapping. 
 

 
 
The program has started off well and villages have been very supportive.  In two months $1,831 was 
earned by Macalange and $1,933 by Ncuti.  
 
Table : Points earned by two villages in two months periods in 2021 
 

Village Months Number 
of photos 

Number 
of valid 
photos 

Points 
earned 

Annual fee Total amount  
earned (Mt) 

USD 

Macalange 10,11 1111 260 85350 Mt 30000 Mt 115 530 $1831 

Ncuti 11, 12 1155 522 91750 Mt 30000 Mt 121750 $1933 

 
Unfortunately, on November 24th, the terrorist insurgency that has been escalating in neighbouring Cabo 
Delgado province in northern Mozambique spilled over into the Niassa Reserve. To date 7 villages have 
been attacked, burned and abandoned. This includes two of the camera trap villages – Macalange and 
Naulala. Both the camera trap monitors and guardians in these villages lost their homes and fled to the 
district capital. NCP and Chuilexi have provided emergency relief – food and goods. We continue to pay 
the subsidies. 
 
We were finally able to retrieve Ncuti camera traps a few weeks ago and will be retrieving the other 
cameras in February a with military and WCS / reserve support. The points will still be calculated, and the 
community will need to agree what to do with the funds. None of these funds have at present been paid 
out. 
 
Ncuti have indicated that they wish to continue with the program. It is likely that the other villages of 
Macalange and Lissongile will also continue. In our opinion this program is critically important as it is 
more important than ever to provide benefits from conservation and incentivise community conservation 
efforts as fortress style conservation has never been more inappropriate or more impossible given the 
current insecurity. Niassa wildlife will only survive if communities wish it to.   
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Selected Images from Macalange village camera traps (1km from village) over two months showing the 
wide variety of wildlife present, including many large carnivores including lions and cubs. 
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Selected images from Ncuti village community camera traps over two-month period. 
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ALTERNATIVE LIVELIHOODS 
Report produced by Community team: Benvindo Napuanya, Bosco Mujane 

Livestock Breeding program – Income, protein. 
Report prepared by Benvindo Napuanya 

 Livestock Breeding Groups (LBG) are implemented in 7 villages of NSR with the goal of providing an 
alternative, legal source of animal protein (other than bushmeat for consumption and sale. The ultimate 
desired outcome is to make bushmeat more expensive than domestic meat through increased production 
of domestic meat protein. There is little evidence in NSR that people prefer bushmeat to domestic meat, 
it appears to simply be an economic issue with domestic livestock very expensive. In addition, larger 
livestock like goats are used as a bank/ savings so people are reluctant to kill goats for everyday 
consumption. We therefore focus on rabbits, chickens, and ducks. 

An assessment survey of the program in 2018 showed that these small amounts of income are very 
important at a household level to pay for emergencies, clothes, salt, and oil (see Annual report 2018 for 
more details) and were reliance on bushmeat in the households involved. Each member receives a loan of 
2 females and a male belonging to NCP of one species. This “loan” needs to be repaid once the animals 
breed and can be used to “seed” other households. 2 animals of the offspring are then returned to NCP, 
or the leaders of the group decide which household will start their animal breeding, ensuring the 
continuity of the program and scaling it to reach multiple households. 

Why are small animals chosen for the program? 

• They are easier to monitor. 

• They require smaller enclosures to protect them from predators. 

• They have a shorter reproduction cycle, which allows the breeding to increase rapidly. 

• They will not compete with wild animals for food. 

• They can provide a meal for a family and are less likely to be used as virtual “Bank”.  
 

Progress in 2021 

Program  Objective 

Nr of beneficiaries 

Impact/ Results Obs. 
M F 

Total 
People 

Total 
Families 

 Livestock Breeding 
Groups 

Increase small 
animal husbandry 
and protein 
sources   

 80  47  127  127 

Reduce food 
insecurity and 
reliance on 
bushmeat. Plus, 
small emergency 
income 

 Mbamba, 
Lissongole, Ncuti, 
Nampequesso, 
Macalange, 
Ntimbo I & II 

 

Beekeeping Program  
Report prepared by Benvindo Napuanha, 
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The beekeeping program has three main objectives: The first is to provide an alternative sustainable 
livelihood through honey sale from beehives secondly to incentivise maintenance of woodland area so 
that subsistence agriculture does not replace all woodland and thirdly where possible to protect fields 
from elephant crop raids.  The program introduced to protect fields from elephant crop raids (following 
the Elephants and Bees program in Kenya at Save the Elephants) through beehive fences, but as more 
and more village have chosen to use electric fences this has become less important. 
 

• A beekeeper group is initiated in each group with interested members (men and women). 

• Each beekeeper receives 5-10 hives from NCP (these hives are locally made at Mariri, $30) and 
each honey harvest they pay back one hive with 2 jars of honey until all hives have been repaid.   

• The remainder of the honey is available for sale. The honey is harvested in hygienic white buckets 
labelled with the hive code. It is then professionally bottled in the honey room at Mariri 
Environmental Centre in 350ml jars and labelled with a unique label. The jars, label and marketing 
l are provided as a donation by NCP.  

• Each jar is sold for 350 Mt and all of this amount goes to the owner of the hive.  This provides 
substantially more money per ml of honey that honey gathering. This increased price is possible 
due to the hygienic conditions of bottling and the labelling which provides good marketing.  

• Honey gathered honey typically sells for 1Mt / ml while beekeeping honey sells for 10Mt / ml.  

• NCP also supports each group by providing beekeeping suits, boots, smokers, knives for combs, 
beeswax for baiting and training. 

• When hives are around a field they are hung and linked by a rope, and this reduced elephant crop 
raids. Freestanding hives are in woodland and the beehives provides an incentive to protect the 
woodland. 

• The support team of carpenters and beekeeping coordinators are all from villages inside Niassa 
Reserve.  
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Jars of honey Number of hives 

  

 

Number of beekeepers 

 

Income earned 
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Kushirika Artisan Group   
Report produced by Lurdes Massingue  

Kushirika is an artisan group of 30 men and women from Mbamba Village. In 2016, we initiated this 
livelihoods program to reaffirm and develop the existing artistic skills of people who live in Mbamba 
Village.  The items created are sold to visitors at the Mpopo Ecotourism Camp, Mariri Environmental 
Centre and to outside markets. The objective is creating a sustainable livelihood for local artists that have 
no formal education or employment honouring their talent and culture.   

Our specific aims with this program are to: 

1. Encourage a conservation culture with all items linking back to biodiversity and conservation. 

2. Produce items that are high quality but can be produced locally at home in the village (the sense 
of place and authenticity of the products must remain central to the group). 

3. Ensure there is a sustainable market for these items and that the name Kushirika equates with 
community, conservation, and quality art and craft.  

4. Ensure that over time, these entrepreneurs are self-sustaining and have the skills to manage their 
finances, prices, and quality control. 

We aim to honour traditional skills while encouraging innovation in the artists within the group.  In 2016 
and 2017, Monique Fagan, from South Africa who has extensive experience in craft and design and 
working with community groups came to Mariri Environmental Centre to work with the Kushirika group 
to learn about colour and design.  Kushirika has an annual meeting to elect one woman and one man as 
the leaders of the group, to assess the rules and plan for the year and the group has group rules that are 
enforced by the group. The role of NCP is to source market, provide guidance on saleable items for an 
international market and provide materials that cannot be sourced locally (glue, embroidery thread).  
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Rules developed by the group. 

1. No member of the group may be involved in poaching, or illegal mining. Any person found to be 
doing these activities will not be able to be part of Kushirika and will be asked to leave the group 
by the group in a group meeting. 

2. All items made must be sold under the Kushirika label and cannot be sold privately 
3. Elders need to pass on their skills to one younger person, this is especially important for basket 

weaving and pottery 
4. Materials provided by Mariri may not be sold or used for non Kushirika activities 
5. Prices for items are set in a group meeting not through individual negotiation 
6. All buying of products takes place in a group meeting not through individual sales. 
7. Meetings are held every 2-4 weeks during the dry season. 
8. Items will not be bought if they are of poor quality unless learning a new technique. 
9. New members must be agreed by whole group and must create a new product until we sell all 

items. 
10. Conflicts are resolved collectively in group meetings – the aim is help each other.  

 
Items can be broadly categorized into three groups: baskets and weaving, embroidery (cushions, bags, 
and quilts)) and animals and birds made for flipflop rubber.  In 2019 with the opening of Mpopo Trails 
Camp and a steady stream of visitors, sales improved with more than $9000 of sales. Unfortunately, in 
2020 all visitors stopped due to Covid 19. Alternative ideas were initiated to keep the group going and to 
hone their skills. 

Progress in 2021 

1. Three members of the group were excluded for the group as they were involved in illegal mining and 
poaching. This was entirely the decision of the Kushirika group as a whole based on the rules they had 
decided on from the start.  This was an important step by the group showing they recognise that the 
funds that come to the group from conservation. 
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• 2021 continued to be a difficult year for the group as there were no ecotourists which are the 
main market for their goods. However, the collective art projects were continued. 

• The group renewed the material for all the bathrooms at Mpopo Trails camp. These add an 
ecletive and original design aspect to Mpopo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Production of Conservation Quilts 

Kushirika's activities did not take the same routine as they had in other year due to Covid and for the 
most part the creation of individual items was stopped as there was no market.  Instead, a new project 
was developed to design and implement a series of “Conservation story quilts”. These are collective art 
and portray wildlife as well as life in Niassa Reserve and each piece is unique.  

 

 

        

 

Between January and December 2021, seven quilts were embroidered each with different details and 
stories. These are collective as everyone comes together to do one work, which means that in each work 
there is a detail of each member of the Kushirika group. For the production of these quilts, the work was 
first done on paper with all giving their opinion and then were put into action with the men providing the 
drawings on the cloth and the embroidery done by both men and women.  
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One quilt was very large ( due to a mistake in king size bed measurements) and is an artwork that needs 

to be displayed in an art gallery. This will be explored,  

                  

  

Of the seven quilt that were created one was for the Mpopo Trails camp, 1 was presented to his 
excellency President Nyusi on his visit to Niassa Reserve,  and one went to an exhibition of artistic works 
in Portungal. The remaining four are available for sale.  
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Other handcraft materials included bottles, mats, bags.  

   

 

Events  

In 2021, the Kushirika group participated in the World Tourism Day Fair, which took place inside Niassa 
Reserve on September 27. This was positive for advertising the materials and sales.  
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Challenges and way forward  

 

External sales have declined in 2020 and 2021 due to the lack of tourism at Mpopo Trails Camp and lack 
of travel to the US$.  We are currently stockpiling materials for future years. 
 

The primary objectives of Kushirika group to reaffirm cultural values and create income continue however 
the lack of sales means that this cost is being carried by NCP and good are being stockpiled or given away 
as gifts (donors, and VIPS). These have been difficult years.   Our goal of sustainability remains, and 
additional markets will be looked for. By continuing to buy goods and hone skills more than 20 people 
were able to earn an income with $6450 of work created for these families.  
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Lion Scholars Program 
The lion scholarship is funded by Niassa Conservation Alliance (NCA) partners (Chuilexi and Mariri/ Niassa 
Carnivore Project), with the program managed and mentored by the Niassa Carnivore Project (NCP) and 
the Mariri Environmental and Skills Training Centre based in concession L5-South.  

It aims to provide primary and secondary school scholarships to children living inside Niassa Special 
Reserve 
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, particularly in remote areas where parents have no conditions to send their children to schools far from 
their village. Additional opportunities to study further at universities, technical colleges and short courses 
are provided to deserving students. 
  
Our vision is to provide local children with the opportunity and means to be able to go to secondary 
school and receive mentorship from NCP, this will increase their literacy and numeracy and provide them 
with opportunities outside their own village to broaden their horizons and create opportunities for them 
to pursue other informal entrepreneurial livelihoods and small businesses as adults. If the children are 
able to reach Grade 10 or Grade 12 then they have increased opportunities through the scholarship 
program to achieve technical training that will increase their potential to gain formal or informal 
employment. 

Through being able to earn an income and move off subsistence fishing, mining, or hunting, these local 
youths will increase food security and decrease poverty in their households and will help to drive the local 
economy within Niassa Special Reserve which will have a trickle-down effect on their communities and on 
saving wildlife. They will be role models in their communities incentivising other children to go to school 
to complete their educations. The employment will also reduce incentives for them to be engaged in 
high-risk illegal activities such a poaching and gold mining and reduce threats to wildlife.   The scholarship 
on its own provides a significant benefit from conservation.  

This program has two objectives: 

1. To promote education by providing an opportunity for children in remote villages with only a primary 
school to go to secondary school so that they have an increased opportunity to get a job (either in formal 
or informal sector) rather than earning a living through fishing and poaching, and 

2. To provide a strong benefit to communities from wildlife conservation. This scholarship comes to 
children from the wildlife in Niassa Special Reserve.  

The future of Niassa Special Reserve lies in the small steps that conservation organisations take to solve 
problems, that tackle the root of the threat.  

The lion scholarship program has been active for 9 years since 2013. It started with three scholars from 
Mbamba Village: Maico, Juma and Moniz. All reached Grade 12. Maico completed a medium course in 
Environmental Management and Public Health and has been hired by Mariri / NCP as in our our 
community team, while two are due to complete in 2022. Moniz is doing a medium course in Agriculture 
while Juma is completing a Degree in Agriculture. 

In total, Lion scholarships have been provided assistance and mentorship to 66 children from 11 villages 
across L4E, L5S, L5N and L6 to attend primary and secondary school.   

Since 2013, when the scholarship program started in Mbamba: 

● 22 Lion scholars hold a Grade 10 secondary school education certificate. 
● 6 Lion scholars achieved a Grade 12 certificate. 
● 3 Lion scholars are doing bachelor’s degree at UniRovuma University. 
● 5 Lion Scholars are doing medium course in different areas (four of them are finishing their 

courses in May and June this year). 
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● 2 Lion scholars have last year completed short course in plumbing and electrician. 
● 8 Lion scholars are now permanently employed with conservation partners inside NSR.  
● 4 Lion scholars are currently conservation interns working at NCP/ Mariri to achieve experience 

and a reference. 
 

Progress in 2021 

In 2021, Niassa Carnivore Project and Chuilexi Conservancy supported 47 Lion scholars, 16 sponsored by 
Chuilexi and 31 by NCP. 13 of the lion scholars were girls, and 34 boys.  Due to misbehaviour issues, two 
lion scholars dropped out, one from Gomba and another from Erevuka. We are left with 45.  

This program cost $63, 434 in 2021 and this covers transport, food, accommodation, pocket money, 
school materials, school fee, casual clothes, uniforms, shoes, etc. 

In 2021, We: 

- Continued to rent a pensao “The Lion House” as a boarding hostel in Mecula  from Mario Rachide for 
the for 2021. This costs $7911.39 for the year at a rate of $1 = 63.2 meticais. There has not been any 
progress on building the Lion Boarding house in collaboration with WCS / NSR as part of the 
conservation education centre near Mecula. We are waiting for the basic building infrastructure- 
water, electricity, fence to be completed. 

- Registered all Lion Scholars in schools, paid fees and all necessary materials were bought in time 
before scholars went to school. The materials include exercise books, pens, pencils, uniform, casual 
clothes, school shoes, casual shoes, etc. All Lion scholars are getting monthly pocket money of: 
Mecula girls: 700mt; Mecula boys 500mt; Kankhomba Secondary School Lion scholars: 1000 mts; 
Medium Course scholars: 2500mt; University scholars: 3000 mts 

- Renewed contracts with Elisa Macamo Jorge, Suema Marcos, Abreu Jairosse, Elisa Rajabo, Daniel 
Antonio. These are people who are assisting Mariri to manage scholars in Mecula, Lichinga, and 
Nampula.. 

- Twenty-nine Lion scholars visited Mariri in June. This is part of a scholarship program to link the 
scholars to conservation and linked to the Mariri environmental center. 

-  
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To improve the proper managing of Lion Scholarship Program, we created a Lion Scholars' Committee 
"Conselho de Bolseiros de Leão". This organisation is formed by parents, Natural Resources Management 
Committee members from Mbamba, Erevuka, Naulala and Gomba, two lion scholars, tutor and directors 
of Lion house. It will work in collaboration with two education assistants that are in Lichinga and 
Nampula. The committee had three meetings in 2021, and  are expected to meet every two months. 

For this year and upcoming years, we have bought bedding the Lion House in Mecula that will be owned 
by the lion houses.  

The following are the school results of 2021: 

- All Lion scholars doing primary and secondary school successfully passed their final year tests and 
exams, 8 have passed grade 10 exams.  

- 2 lion scholars who were doing short courses in plumbing and electricity wiring had successfully 
completed their course.  

- 3 lion scholars are finishing their medium course in the middle of this year, probably in May. 
- 3 Lion scholars wrote admission exams for further education and all of them have passed and are 

now doing courses in mechanics, forest and health. 
- 3 lion scholars are doing university degrees, one of them almost to finish this year. 
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Lion scholars register and progress - 2013 - 2022. 

As the table illustrates, from 2013 to 2021, NCP and Chuilexi have awarded 72 scholarships in 11 villages, namely: Gomba, Naulala, Erevuka, 
Makalange, Mbamba, Mecula-sede, Nampequesso, Ntimbo 1, Ntimbo 2, Lisongole and Cuchiranga. Out of this number 12 have finish courses and 
training and are now employed or working as interns,  17 either left school or lost scholarship for various reasons and 43 scholars are still at 
school. In 2022 Mariri have added other 4 new lion scholars, making it 47 in total. 
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Challenges 

- The main challenge we faced in the 2021 was behaviour. The Lion House boarders resisted boarding 
school regulations despite rules being common in boarding schools and the lion house “mother” and 
“father” battled to control the students. It needs to be mentioned that the range of ages of children 
at the boarding house are from 12 to over 20 and this complicates discipline.  

- Another worrying challenge is the number of girls in the scholarship program. From 2018 up to date, 6 
girls dropped out from school due to pregnancy, failure and marriages. We are now left with thirteen.  
This is a systemic problem that cannot simply be solved by offering scholarships. 

- We observed the relationship between Lion scholars and managers of the house was poor. Because of 
this, four Lion scholars left the Lion House. This was later resolved through dialogue. 

- One lion scholar abandoned the house because he entered the yard while he was drunk. 
- We had few cases of sickness (Malaria, toothache and some reported to have sight problems and they 

needed their eyes tested. 

Way forward 

- We held a lot of meetings with Lion scholars to make them understand that the house regulation is 
the tool that helps to streamline the learning process and living in a group with respect to others. 

- We created a Lion Scholars Committee that will co-manage the program in collaboration with Mariri 
and our partner, Chuilexi. This committee is composed of parents, students and teachers that assist 
the program. This organisation has already met twice with lion scholars. 

- We held a meeting with parents in Gomba where we clarified issues related to abandonment of four 
Lion scholars from Lion house. As a result of this meeting, three of them returned to school. 

- We also held a meeting with managers of Lion house where we looked at how they could improve 
their relationships with the scholars and learn how to be firm without being disrespectful. 
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We reduce human carnivore conflict by: 

1. Collecting detailed information on attacks by carnivores to allow us to monitor trends and identify 
what behaviours make people and livestock vulnerable. This allows us to find practical solutions. We 
have detailed data on attacks since 2003, with additional historical data.  This information is 
communicated to the communication of this information to the Reserve management and other 
community teams (Chuilexi. Luwire.).  

There are clear behaviours that make people vulnerable to attacks (sleeping on ground in the open, 
walking to latrine alone at night in wet season, children walking alone without torch, uncorralled 
goats, chickens and ducks. 

2. Rapid Response team to respond to carnivore attacks within 48 hrs to work to reduce possibility of 
additional attacks, understand what happened, put in place solutions.   

We have developed a decision tree to try and standardise responses for carnivores with NSR 
management team with clear steps for action.  

3. Development of messages and educational materials:  Based on data collected on human conflict 
events we have developed clear messages and educational materials (posters, toolkit)  on what 
behaviours make people and livestock vulnerable to attacks  and identified clear solutions – safe  
behaviours, safe shelters, goat corrals, chicken coops.  

These messages are consistently shared across our wildlife clubs, bush visits, environmental education 
program, outreach campaigns and MOMS guardians.  

4. Share messages and build corrals: The MOMS community guardians have the tools and experience to 
actively assist their communities across NSR with ways to reduce conflict by  using fox lights to put up 
when carnivores attack livestock, helping livestock owners reduce  attacks by building better corrals 
and  providing elements of success.  
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Each guardian has a toolkit to assist them with assisting their community with carnivore attacks 
including fox lights (solar powered flashing lights). They share ideas on corrals for chickens, goats and 
duck during the annual workshops across villages and use their experience to assist livestock owners 

MOMS community wildlife guardians and carnivore conflict  
The MOMS guardians have been playing an increasingly important role in reducing human wildlife conflict 
through working as extension agents promoting safe shelters and safe behaviours as well as practical ways to 
reduce crop raids.  Even for elephants there are 12 different methods that can be used to reduce elephant 
crop raids from peri peri guns, trenches and electric fences to beehives and flashing lights, this message of 
coexistence and taking responsibility to reduce conflict has been an ongoing message from the MOMS 
guardians that is met with resistance by the communities who believe that the reserve is responsible for the 
animals.   

A particular focus has been on reducing attacks on people by lions and hyaenas. There is nothing more 
detrimental to conservation efforts that the loss of life to wildlife. There is a need to adapt traditional 
methods to reduce conflict to make them more effective.  It is possible to coexist with carnivores.  One 
practical problem is that people say they need assistance to transport logs for building corrals as they are now 
too far away from communities where the livestock are held.   As habitat is converted to fields through slash 
and burn agriculture, woodlands becoming increasingly far away from where the livestock is kept. In every 
village we do have a few people that have taken the effort and time to improve their corrals and shelter, but 
we will need to look for alternative materials for making shelters. We need the NSR community team to be 
sending the same message. More work is needed to send consistent message on how domestic livestock 
should be corralled to reduce conflict. This includes chickens, ducks, rabbits, and goats. 

The MOMS guardian data is invaluable for understanding patterns in wildlife conflict. It has been collected for 
13 years from villages across NSR and more than 34,000 individual conflict events have been recorded by the 
guardians.  As Niassa Carnivore Project we are particularly interested in the attacks on small livestock and how 
livestock can be protected given our small livestock breeding programs which provide an alternative source of 
protein and income. 

42 villages across NSR have MOMS community wildlife guardians working to collect information on mortality, 
sightings and human wildlife conflict and to assist community members with safe shelters (corrals), reducing 
poisoning and disease.  This program is managed and fully funded by NCP. The guardians actively report 
carnivore conflict to NCP so that events can be responded to quickly by our rapid response team. All three 
NCA operators as well as the NSR management team have access to the online database for management 
purposes and are included in the WhatsApp group for daily reports from the wildlife guardians to allow for 
rapid response to HWC events.  Luwire and Chuilexi have additional HWC teams working to reduce HWC in 
the communities within their concessions.  
 
Attacks on people and livestock  

Livestock in Niassa Reserve consists primarily of domestic dogs and cats, goats, chickens, ducks, rabbits, 

turkeys, domesticate guineafowl and doves. There are no cattle in Niassa Reserve and as a result attack by 

large carnivores on domestic livestock is relatively low compared to other areas in Africa where lions and 

people coexist.  They data collected by the MOMS guardians as it helps us understand how to prevent the 

conflict. This information feeds directly in our small livestock breeding program that aims to provide 

communities with small livestock such as chickens and ducks so that they can eat domestic animal protein 

rather than bushmeat and earn a small income from the sale of surplus animals (See section on Alternative 

livelihoods).  
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Human -Carnivore Conflict 
Data from more than 1000 attacks by large carnivores collected across NSR by the MOMS community 
guardians between 2013 and 2021 show 25 people have been killed and 88 injured by large carnivores, 
with most of the attacks on people by crocodiles and then lions.  While even one attack on a person is too 
many and has major consequences for families and livelihoods and conservation, it is remarkable that 
there are so few give the level of coexistence inside NSR with 60000 people and 800-1000 lions and 3000-
4000 hyaenas. 

Details on ways to mitigate attacks are provided In Objective 7: Reduce attacks on people and 
livestock by carnivores to increase security and wellbeing and reduce retaliatory killing. Attacks are 
entirely preventable. 

Table: Attacks on people and livestock by large carnivores collected by community guardians across 
NSR between 2010 and 2021 (12 years). 

Species 
Livestock People 

Total 
Injured killed Injured Killed 

African Wild Dog 1 1 1 1 4 

Leopard 22 336 9 1 368 

Spotted Hyaena 20 422 11 0 453 

Lion 14 47 7 5 73 

Crocodile 2 28 88 18 136 

Total 59 834 116 25 1034 

 

The community guardians have collected data on more than 5000 livestock killed by wildlife in 13 
years. These data provide an invaluable insight into which species are causing the most damage. By 
far the majority of livestock eaten are chickens and the main culprits are eagles and baboon with 
spotted hyaenas, leopard honey badgers and civet also responsible. Goats are rarely eaten (perhaps 
because there are so few goats inside NSR) but represent a bigger economic loss. By far the main 
predator of goats in spotted hyaena with some predation by lion and leopard. The danger of 
predation by large carnivores is that it also brings them in close contact with people. Corral designs 
need to consider all the predators. For example, the predation by eagles can only be reduced by 
putting poultry in a corral with a chicken wire fence roof, honey badgers by a chicken coop on a high 
straight pole with no ladder and a secure door and hyaenas predation is best reduced by two walled 
corrals. African wild dogs do not cause conflict inside NSR at present. 

‘ 
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Table: Number of livestock killed by wildlife between 2010 and 2021 showing the impact of different 
species and the need for corral designs that outwit different predators 

Species 
Domestic livestock 

Total % 
Goat Domestic dog Pigeon Chicken Duck 

Eagle 2   2 2865 36 2905 55,5 

Baboon 8  5 906 33 952 18,2 

Leopard 47   278 27 352 6,73 

Hyaena 148 4 1 271 15 439 8,39 

Honey badger 2  1 197 51 251 4,8 

Civet    162 10 172 3,29 

Snake 1   35 1 37 0,71 

Genet    28  28 0,53 

Lion 39   21  60 1,15 

Jackal    7 1 8 0,15 

Crocodile 22 2  4 0 28 0,53 

African Wild dog 1     1   2 0,04 

Total 62 2 9 4775   5234   
 

 

Figure: Trend in attacks on people by large carnivores (injuries and deaths) since 2011 from the 
MOMS community guardian data showing the higher level of attack by crocodiles compared to other 
carnivores with a possible increase  over time and the relatively low level of lion, leopard and hyaena 

attacks. The lion attacks in particular have decrease significantly through the safe behaviours 
campaign (see objective 7). Note the number of guardians collecting information has increased over 
time and since 2018 has coverage over more than 85% of NSR villages with 95% coverage currently. 

This increase in guardians does not explain the increase in crocodile attacks. 
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Figure Trend in attacks on goats by lion, hyaena and leopard over time. These data suggest a 
decrease in attacks however it is not clear whether this is due to fewer carnivores, fewer goats or 

better protected corrals and this will take time and additional data to disentangle. All we can say is 
attacks on goats are currently low. 

 

Safe Behaviours 

NCP has spent a lot of effort in the past 10 years helping people avoid attacks by carnivores on livestock and 
people by identifying safe shelters and behaviours that make people vulnerable to attack (see previous 
reports). Attacks on people can be minimised if people sleep in safe shelters in their fields in the wet season 
when 80% of the attacks by carnivores have occurred. These safe shelters or Sanja have been used for 100s of 
years by local people and represent the best way for people to reduce risk.  Goats should be in a strong goat 
corral with a secure roof and door. This strategy has been successful as the number of attacks on people by 
lions and hyaenas has declined. 

The Portuguese version of the Lion-Human Toolkit produced by NCP details ways to reduce attacks on people 
and livestock and is freely available here:  

http://www.niassalion.org/library_files/Portugese_Toolkit_May_2016_small.pdf 

This toolkit was distributed to all MOMS guardians, NSR community team and others in NSR in 2016. It is 
freely available for download and can be distributed, as necessary. It is also available in English and French for 
conservation programs across Africa. 

Small livestock also needs to be well corralled with corrals build of bricks, woven, bamboo and chicken wire. It 
is entirely possible to protect livestock from the carnivores but more difficult to protect from baboons and 
eagles unless completely enclosed corral or hutches are built which are expensive for most families. 

One of the main roles of the community guardians is to assist their communities with how to build effective 
safe corrals. They do this by building model shelters in corrals in each village that others can copy and learn 
from.   

 

http://www.niassalion.org/library_files/Portugese_Toolkit_May_2016_small.pdf
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Bamboo fence to protect crops from bushpigs Trench to prevent animals from entering village 

  

Model duck corral built at Mariri for training Moms’ guardians talking about Safe behaviour and 
safe shelter with their communities 

 

MOMS Guardians and NCP team are equipment with Fox lights- solar flashing lights 
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An example of and excellent goat corral for livestock l and safe shelter or Sanja for people to sleep safely in 
their fields in the wet season.  

 NCP Rapid Response team for carnivore conflict 
NCP supports an expert rapid response team that responds to particular incidences of carnivore conflict 
reported by NSR management team and MOMS guardians and works in collaboration with ANAC.  This team 
includes members of our community and education teams as well expert lion conservationists and veterinary 
assistance if necessary This team has experience in sensitizing communities, building trust, building corrals, 
preventing conflict, safely chasing off lions and hyaena that come into villages and if necessary trapping and 
immobilizing individuals that pose a threat to human life. Destroying the animal is the last resort.  Our actions 
follow a number of clear steps that include a decision tree for the type of intervention needed. 

We respond to all carnivore conflict events and where necessary go to the village. Rapid Reaction Team in 
partnership with Niassa Reserve team to respond to carnivore conflict has developed a decision tree to guide 
its own activities based on work done in other areas.  This was refined in 2020 and translated into Portuguese 
and shared with NSR management and community team.  
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• We believe that killing an animal in a protected area should be the last resort and only implemented 
when all other options have been exhausted and there is a clear danger to people.   

• If a lion or leopard kills a person in an unprovoked attack (not when a person was hunting the lion, or 
animal caught in a snare) then we generally support the animal being killed to prevent future attacks 
and to reduce the chances of retaliatory killing on other animals that were not the individual involved. 

• Livestock need to be effectively corralled and people should sleep in safe shelters, and this should be 
responsibility of the owner. This forms the foundation of our successful “Protect Yourself” campaign.  

• NO meat from a problem animal that is killed i.e. buffalo should be distributed to community which 
reported the problem as this has been shown to result in false reporting of problem animals, 
especially buffalo. Meat should wherever possible be donated to school or clinic in another area. 

• No problem animals should be killed for profit / trophy by sport hunters as this has been shown in 
other areas to result in false reporting of problem animals, particularly for lions to increase quotas 
and changes the focus to the client rather than the animal.  When a problem animal has to be killed to 
prevent further attacks on people the focus must be on identifying and killing the specific individual as 
quickly, safely and humanely as possible and using callup, vehicles, spotlights as needed which are not 
part of sport hunting.  

• Translocation of large carnivores is not recommended in most cases inside NSR as it is likely that a 
problem animal will continue to be a problem animal wherever it is moved to as there are villages 
throughout NSR and it is likely to be injured by resident territorial animals already in the areas.   In 
most cases the animal will just return.  

• All cases of attacks on people need to be responded to as quickly as possible (within a few days) to 
both prevent additional attacks, show compassion and try and find solutions. 

• Our carnivore rapid response team has equipment, skills and expertise to work with the NSR vet to 
respond within 48 hrs to attacks by carnivores. 
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Trend in lion attacks on people over time showing the decline in lion attacks on people over time and the 
success of the Safe Behaviours awareness programs that focused on identifying key behaviours that made 
people vulnerable to attack.  

Safe behavior campaign  - our objective was to sensitize people to protect themselves from carnivore attacks 
by avoiding behaviours that make them vulnerable.  

- This campaign was carried out in 24 villages in Mecula district and the team talked to 1757 families.  

- We conducted a survey to collect data on the percentage of people sleeping in safe shelters. This 
information  will allow us to assess the impact of the previous campaigns done by NCP education 
team and Moms guardian over time.  From this survey 1178 sleep in safe shelters, while 579 in unsafe 
houses. 

- To reach people with safe behavior messages, we adopted a door-to-door method, displaying posters 
and we used radio too.  

- This was a collaborative effort among Mariri Education team, MOMS, Lion scholars and Luwire. 

- Data show that more than 98% of people are now sleeping in safe shelters in Mbamba Village 
compared to 2008 when a similar survey was done. In 2008 only 7% were sleeping in safe shelters and 
13% were sleeping in reasonably safe shelters on the ground. 

-  -  
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In Niassa Special Reserve (NSR), Mozambique sport or trophy hunting is allowed inside the protected area on 
authorisation of the Mozambican Government. When all concessions are active sport hunting currently takes 
place over 28 827 (78%) of the protected area with one concession still open (L4 East) and 6 concessions 
designated non hunting (conservation and ecotourism). Sport hunting and consumptive tourism is therefore 
the main tourism activity inside Niassa Reserve at present.  

Sport hunting is increasingly controversial particularly for species that are facing widespread declines across 
their range like lions, leopards and elephants and particularly in a protected area that also has high levels of 
illegal offtake of both leopards and lions, such as NSR.  International calls for import bans of trophies are 
gaining traction and potentially could result in a sharp decline in sport hunting no matter what national laws 
are as clients will not be able to get their trophies back home.   Most recently the call for an import ban in the 
UK has galvanised activism against sport hunting. While there are few clients from the UK, this example might 
lead to other countries following suite. In addition, vast numbers of sport hunting concessions are currently 
under stress. In Tanzania 54% of the concessions are vacant and going up for regular auction by TAWA.  There 
is evidence to suggest that sport hunting is on the decline and this must be born in mind for NSR and a risk 
strategy put in place given this is the main economic activity in NSR at present. 
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The arguments for and against the bans were well expressed in a series of letters written in response to the 
Dickman et al paper in published in Science in November.  Illegal mortality of large carnivores in NSR is 
substantial, even at the minimum numbers reported.  Data shows lions and hyaenas are declining and in some 
areas leopards.  Yet the measurable benefits  to NSR as a whole from sport hunting include individual benefits 
to local people living inside NNR  through employment as camp staff, trackers and antipoaching scouts in an 
area that has very few alternative sources of employment and currently no operational ecotourism;  the 
establishment and maintenance of  roads, camps, airstrips, and other infrastructure that allow the NSR 
Management team access to remote areas for antipoaching efforts; daily communication by people on the 
ground of poaching events (particular elephant poaching) and informer information on poisoning, logging, 
mining, snaring etc. that allow for rapid response; provision of additional aerial support; and the employment 
and training of operator antipoaching scouts  (+- 60 scouts in sport hunting area) that complement the NSR 
antipoaching teams.  In addition, the concession fees generate about $200,000 for conservation management 
for NSR and by law, 20% of the trophy license fees and concession fees are also required to be returned to 
communities living inside NNR to provide a benefit from living with wildlife.   

On a reserve wide  it is naive to suggest that sport hunting should be replaced by ecotourism at this point 
given that there is little viable ecotourism in NSR at present despite concessions being available and growing 
instability on the region.  What is still unclear is what would happen if these hunting areas were abandoned 
and open?  Would they be picked up by tourism or conservation philanthropy operators or would they be left 
open. These hunting concessions are very large (2200-4300km2)   and more open concessions at this point may 
be disastrous for many species including elephants, lions, leopards, hyaenas, pangolin, plains game etc, as it 
would lead to less conservation management at a time when threats are increasing. We continue to have 
some concerns about how sport hunting is practised in NSR at present  and the need for change was 
highlighted by the Child 2020 report.  

Sport hunting is a business and a land use, whether it is conservation or not depends on very specific criteria, 
it cannot be assumed. The same follows for ecotourism.  

In 2021: 

• NCP continued to act as independent auditors for all the lion and leopard trophies. All lions and 
leopards taken as trophies were aged, measured and DNA samples were taken in situ inside NSR. 

• In total in 2021, 5 lions (35,7% of quota) were trophy hunted and all were over the age of 6 years 
minimum age.  

• In total in 2022, 25 leopards were trophy hunted, and 60% were considered to be over the age of 4 
years.  
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Objective 9: To reduce disease risk for people and carnivores (rabies and canine 

distemper)  

Report prepared by Andrew Mkanage/ Education team. 

Overview of program 

Domestic dogs are the principal reservoir host of rabies, canine distemper and canine parvovirus in Africa and 
are known to spread these diseases to both wild carnivore populations and, in the case of rabies, to humans. 
Rabies is the most virulent of the two diseases. Rabies also poses significant human health risks.  In terms of 
conservation, rabies and canine distemper are the diseases of greatest concern to wild carnivores, particularly 
the African Wild Dog (Critical Endangered) and Lion populations (Vulnerable) and may be one of the major 
threats for these species in protected areas. While canine distemper is excreted as an airborne virus and is 
usually contracted by inhalation, the rabies virus is shed by the salivary glands and is usually transmitted when 
the infected host bites or licks a susceptible victim.  For the diseases to spill over from the domestic dog 
population to wild carnivore population three conditions must be satisfied: susceptibility of the wild species, 
presence of the disease agent in the domestic population and contact between the two populations.   If more 
than 70% of the domestic dogs are vaccinated, this can stop rabies and canine distemper outbreaks 95% of 
the time. However, if there is a high population turnover of domestic dogs (i.e., 25% per annum) the 
vaccination coverage declines rapidly over time and vaccination will need to take place more frequently even 
if 70% coverage was achieved initially (Cleaveland 2006).  It has been found in other studies, that domestic 
dog numbers are frequently underestimated and that the 70% vaccination target is not reached.  

While there is no evidence that there has been either a rabies or canine distemper outbreak in the wild 
carnivore populations inside NSR in the past 18 years, the risk is high given the proximity of wild carnivores 
and domestic dogs and the lack of a vaccination programs. Rabie outbreaks have certainly affected domestic 
dogs to the south of Niassa Reserve, and it continues to pose a significant health risk.  

Our efforts over the years as NCP to set up clear rules about domestic dogs inside Niassa reserve and 
domestic dog vaccination program have not be successful despite multiple attempts. We have on previous 
occasions provide input on domestic dog policy, but these were never informed. We have supported 
vaccination programs, but these are never continued a regular basis and not under our control.  If vaccination 
coverage is not maintained, then rabies restablishes itself extremely rapidly. The benefits of vaccination are 
not long lasting and high levels of vaccination must therefore be continued each year otherwise all benefits 
are lost.  

In 2020, we finally manage to partner with the NSR management team and local district as well as Saving the 
Survivors / Mozambique Wildlife Alliance to implement the first widespread vaccination of domestic dogs with 
an associated rabies awareness campaign conducted in the Mavago and Mecula Districts where most 
domestic dogs are.  This has become an annual campaign and was continued in 2021.  

2021 Activities  

• The Vaccination campaign was conducted a collaborative effort between NSR team, NCP and 
Mozambique Wildlife Alliance, SDAE and Luwire Conservancy. It was done in three phases, a pre 
awareness campaign to all households, the actual vaccination campaign and the post survey. 

• Community Officer and Vet, Sam Billero of the NSR/ WCS team led the process to develop NSR rules for 
domestic dogs so that there would not be any confusion. This was agreed to by warden and district and is 
the grounding document of the campaign and way forward. 

• A joint team composed by NCP Education team, Mbatamila Education Team and MOMs guardians went to 
Mavago and Mecula to sensitize people about disease and vaccination with a focus on dog owners. 
Owners were encouraged to bring their dogs for vaccination and castration to vaccination posts. The 
procedures were explained.  We also informed communities about measures they should take to protect 
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people and dogs from rabies and other zoonotic diseases spread by animals, protect their dogs from 
predators.  

• NCP play an important role in doing an outreach campaign on the risk of rabies and importance of 
vaccination before the actual vaccination campaign. The awareness campaign was carried out in 
September, from 6th to 17th, in the Districts of Mavago and Mecula, covering 27 communities in the 
reserve. The team managed to sensitize 182 dog breeders in both districts and registered a total of 532 
dogs in both districts During the campaign, the team went door to door talking to people; messages were 
also put on community radio both in Mecula and Mavago so that we could reach as many people as 
possible.  

  

Outcomes 

• The vaccination of dogs began on 3rd October by NSR/ WCS team in collaboration with Mozambique 
Wildlife Alliance with NCP playing a supporting role. The objective of this campaign was to vaccinate all 
dogs aged 3 months and more against rabies and canine distemper, and sterilize male dogs, with the long 
term objective to protect communitiess, domestic animals and lions and African wild dogs from rabies and 
canine distemper.   

• To ensure good coverage in dog vaccination, the members and vets were divided into several mobile 
teams and fixed posts. Mobile teams went door-to-door in all communities to ensure that as many dogs 
were vaccinated. 

• In 2021, 274 dogs were vaccinated out of 516 which represents 68% of the dogs population. There is an 
increase compared to 2020 when the program started where 201 dogs were vaccinated out of 447.  This 
illustrated both an improvement in the percentage vaccinated and shows an increase We can see 
improvement in the way the team approaches people and the trust that communities have with the 
Reserve team. 
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Report prepared by Education team: Andrew Mkanage, Ludencia da Silva, Pascoal Anselmo, Pedro Sandali Ibu 
 

 
 

Mariri Environmental and Skills Training Centre offers a field venue for bush visits to children of Niassa Special  
Reserve and district around, and adults to go on game drives, take part in conservation activities, and hold 
locally relevant community discussions. It also provides a venue for skills training, workshops, and 
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opportunities for field research where logistics (accommodation, internet, local knowledge and assistants, 
vehicles, workshop, fuel) are all provided by Mariri.  Accommodation and food are simply and locally inspired. 
(See section on infrastructure for images of the Centre) 

Our objective is to increase tolerance and reduce human-wildlife conflicts by promoting coexistence and 
provide Niassa residents with locally relevant conservation information and materials. Mariri Environmental 
Centre creates a venue where children and adults can discuss what problems need to be solved so that they 
guarantee better place on planet where every creature has space to thrive. 

Since 2015 more than 1500 children have stayed overnight at the MEC. 

Environmental and outreach programs are focused on developing a locally relevant, sustainable 
environmental education and skills training program for Niassa residents centered around the Mariri 
Environmental and Skills Training Centre. The program promotes conservation, health and education and 
ways to coexist with large carnivores and protect ecosystems and their elements through bush visits, wildlife 
clubs, Joy of life (basketball for conservation in partnership with Still Standing) and equip them with values 
that will balance human needs while caring for nature of Niassa Special Reserve, their home.  When Niassa 
children become part of conservation activities there will be a bright future for the wildlife, landscapes, rivers 
and everything in this magnificent wilderness.  Education helps to build their young leadership and prepare 
them for global responsibilities in conservation.  

Mariri Environmental and Outreach department runs the following key programs, but we are not limited to 
them: Mariri Environmental Centre and bush visits, Wildlife clubs, Joy of life, Lion Fun days, Lion Scholars 
Program (Goal 2: Reduce Threats and promote alternative livelihoods), and school lunch program (Goal 5:  
Community Conservation Agreement with Mbamba in L5 South)  

In 2020 and 2021, due to Covid-19 restrictions some of the education programs and activities were not 
implemented as we were not allowed to hold gatherings. These include Joy of life, Lion fun days. We restarted 
our bushvisits and continued with our door-to-door outreach campaigns (forest resources, covid and rabies 
and dog vaccinations) with social distancing and masks.  

  

PROGRESS IN 2021 

The Mariri Environmental and Skills training Centre remains the hub of our conservation activities. Most of the 
construction of the centre is now complete, the area has settled, and we have daily visit by waterbuck and 
warthogs. Maintenance is ongoing. 

• 158 children and 17 adults visited Mariri Environmental centre in 2021.  

• Since not everyone has chance to visit us, we went to them and were able to reach more than 2000 
people through our outreach program and wildlife clubs  

• We also provided a Lion scholarship to children from 8 villages and  school lunch program that feeds 
327 scholars at Mbamba school.  

• We would love to talk about Lion fun days and Joy of life programs in this report, but these were not 
carried out due to covid-19 restrictions. We hope to restart these programs this year, 2022. 

Environmental Education and bushvisits 

After being closed to bush visits in 2020, we were so excited to open the environmental centre to bushvisits in 
2021 when the government of Mozambique decree the opening of schools. With the recommendation from 
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the government, Niassa Carnivore project applied and received "Sero limpo '' that certifies Mariri 
Environmental Center as a safe place to visit. 

The main objective of Mariri Environmental Centre and Bushvisit program is to promote bushvisits of two 
groups every month, from May to October with a minimum of 180 children each year visiting Mariri from 
schools within the Niassa Special Reserve and surrounding villages, to share with them messages about safe 
behavior, care for nature, the importance of conserving natural resources  by providing kids with an 
unforgettable experience for 4 nights where they will be involved in activities that locally relevant, and then 
sharing these messages with their families after the visit and influencing them to be guardians of this 
magnificent area of Niassa, so that children and communities become more tolerant to wildlife and coexist 
with large carnivores, and  make sure that there is greater participation of the younger generation in 
conservation activities. Mariri creates a venue where kids discuss what problems need to be solved so that 
they guarantee a better place on the planet where every creature has space to thrive. 
 
Mariri Environmental and Skills Training Centre offers a field venue for bush visits to children and adults living 
in Niassa Special Reserve and surrounding districts. Kids and adults love to see animals on game drive. Their 
expression of happiness when they see animals during game drive tells you that this experience is invaluable 
and changes perspectives. At home, people see the same animals as problem animals or meat. While in the 
setting that Mariri offers, the same people consider animals as beautiful and important. Therefore, we believe 
that bringing Niassa kids and adults to the Environmental Centre for bushvisit in a repeated way will 
encourage behavior change. This program is led by Pascoal Anselmo and Pedro Sandali. 

- In 2021, we hosted 158 kids, including Lion scholars and 17 adults who came for bushvisit program. 
There were other groups that were hosted at Mariri Environmental Center that came for MOMS 
workshop (46 guardians) and beekeeping workshop (30 participants). 

- We used the environmental education app to "individual's level of knowledge about biodiversity 
conservation" before, immediate and after the visit to the center through a series of 54 questions.  
● Pre – before acquiring any information about conservation. 
● Immediate – just after the visit  
● Post – after acquiring knowledge about conservation – did it sink in 

 
This app was created to respond to the challenge that Mariri faced to evaluate kids who visit the center. Many 
of them have low literacy, they rarely read and write, so this was affecting our evaluation process. After 
creating this app, which has recorded questions, pictures and emjos it also us to interact with the children. 
They also find it fun. 
 

 
 

Children doing pre-test in camp on the app. They enjoy 
this activity, as to them, it is not the test only that 
counts. It is an opportunity to play on a tablet. 
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It is critically important that it is not only international tourism visitors that see Niassa Reserve through a a 
game drive. As animals have become habituated this is a wonderful opportunity for local children and 
teachers to see animals in a way they have never done before and appreciate the beauty of Niassa Reserve.  
These activities are led by a professional tourism guide in game drive vehicles.  
 

   

Bird watching at Mariri camp. 

One of the activities that groups most enjoy participating is bird watching where everyone is asked to observe 
and identify birds. This is an activity that creates curiosities in children's minds and is easy to do within the 
Environmental Centre which has become a hive of bird activity. During this activity, some groups of children 
have the opportunity to observe special species of birds, such as the Brown-breasted Barbet (Lybius 
melanopterus) and the Bohm's Bee-eater (Merops boehmi). 

 

   

Identifying dungs and tracks of animals. 

Children of Niassa need to know what animals move around their village and many learn from their fathers. 
There are several ways to do this seeing the animal, listening to their sounds, and identifying tracks and dung. 
The objective of this activity is that kids should be able to identify animals through sounds, tracks and dungs 
so that they are able to register wildlife that move around their villages, and report to MOMS wildlife 
guardians or local authorities for better control and mitigation of human-wildlife conflict. children love this 
activity. 
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Water, my life. 

Many people in remote areas use water for washing, irrigating plants, drinking cooking and bathing. With this 
activity, children learn about the river and life in it, human relationship with rivers in Niassa Special Reserve 
and ways to make this water safe for drinking.  

 

  

Food chain and animal diet activity 

They learn how every organism is important on the planet. One of the activities that helps us to illustrate this 
relationship is explaining the food chain, how energy passes from one organism to another. And the question 
is always: if one organism extinct, where will the other organism get energy? What will happen if that 
organism does not get energy for long time?  Where do people sit in this food chain? 

 

  

Kids holding food chain they made                                               Grouping animals based on the diet. 
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We also look at recycling, interpreting the Niassa storybook”, playing Niassa animal bingo, ecosystem 
woodblock, treasure hunts and other conservation games. The classroom is the centre and the bush.   

   

   

   

 

Challenges 

The big challenges in 2021 were: 
- Covid-19: Although there was a re-opening of schools and Mariri Environmental Center in 2021, there 

were limitations some of the activities that needed contact as we had to social distance. in doing most 
of the activities that needed contact. We had to observe social distance. 

- It is challenging for the small team to do both outreach (like the month-long vaccination outreach) 
and the bushvisits. We need a large team. 
 

Way forward 
 
To overcome interruption of bushvisit activities, we decided to create two sub teams in our department, 
Ludencia da Silva will be running all outreach programs, besides holding all environmental education sector, 
while Pascoal and Pedro will be 100 percent running bushvisit program.  

Outreach programs 

Our outreach programs aim to raise awareness and sensitize people in/around NSR villages so that they can 
act on a specific problem or contribute to maintaining the health of the community and forest resources and 
fauna around their community, giving information that contribute to build positive attitudes and behavior on 
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health, education and conservation issues. Among other topics, we focus on critical aspects that put people 
and wildlife at risk within Niassa Special Reserve, to share messages about safe behaviour and conservation of 
natural resources with communities through awareness campaigns and radio programs. We believe that by 
doing this, there should be an increased participation of people in activities that guarantee their safety and of 
their animals, good conservation of the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and wildlife. The Journal of 
Education and Health Promotion (2019) explains that outreach programs also foster good relationships 
between communities and education institutions. Both parties work hand in hand as agents to improve 
knowledge, responsibilities and health of the community. Awareness campaigns we have done in the past few 
years have connected our team to communities. People see us as part of their community members who fight 
for the good of the community.  

This program is led by Ludencia da Silva, in collaboration with Niassa Special Reserve education team and 
Luwire Conservancy.  

- In 2021, we carried out 4 awareness campaigns on safe behavior, wildfires, dog’s vaccination against 
rabies and fishery law and methods. Some of these campaigns were done in communities across the 
reserve while some in Mecula district. 

-  The Safe behaviour outreach is described under Objective 7: Reduce human carnivore conflict – the 
campaign was carried out in 24 villages and reach 1757 families. 

- The vaccination and rabies campaign are described under Objective 9: Reduce Disease risk -The 
awareness campaign was carried out in September, from 6th to 17th, in the Districts of Mavago and 
Mecula, covering 27 communities in the reserve. The team managed to sensitize 182 dog breeders in 
both districts and registered a total of 532 dogs in both districts. 

-  Preserve forest resources an reduce uncontrollable fires was a joint team initiative among Niassa 
Carnivore Project, Mbatamila and Luwire. We covered 16 villages going door-to-door and we reached 
2445 families. In some villages we used megaphones to disseminate conservation messages related to 
wildfires.  NCP team also went to fishing camps as fishermen use fire to dry fish, so sometimes if this 
fire is left without control it can also be the source of wildfires. In fourteen camps (from Ncuti down 
to Nsanjezi confluence) that we passed, the team talked to 50 people.  

 

  
 

-  Fishing outreach campaign aimed to remind fishermen of the techniques/arts of fishing that are 
recommended by the government of Mozambique, and the necessity of getting a license before going 
to the river. Fishermen were asked to think critically on the sustainability of the methods they use as 
Lugenda is like a bank to the population that lives along the river. If people use fishing nets with small 
mesh and poison, all the fish and other creatures in the river will die, this will affect the population of 
fish in Lugenda river, and the future generation will not have enough fish to feed their homes.  NCP 
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education team went camp to camp talking to fishermen. We managed to sensitize 50 people in 14 
camps that lie between Ncuti to Msanjezi confluence, namely: Nanhimbo, Nakatopi 1 and 2, Tumbula, 
Ndambalale 1 and 2, Milola 1 and 2, Chipua, Checuamba 1, 2 and 3, chikamsinde 1 and 2, and 
Namakokwe. 

 

  

 

Conservation Radio program 

• Conservation radio program started in June to reinforce outreach approaches to reach people with 
messages on conservation, health, education and culture.  

• Niassa Carnivore Project and Mecula Community Radio signed a contract to run this program in six 
months, from June to November, two days every month, with a total of twelve spots.  

• The objectives are to promote interactive debate between conservationists/technicians and Mecula 
residents on topics such as environmental conservation, health, education, prevention of premature 
marriages and early pregnancy, and other relevant topics that improve the health and well-being of 
society and wildlife, and to promote and involve the participation from communities in conversations 
so that they act on environmental and health problems and sustainable use of wildlife.  

 

 

At the beginning of the program, the spot had 30 minutes, then we increased it to an hour due to requests l 
we received from people saying that 30 minutes was not enough to interact with many people. After doing 
this, the number of participants went from 4 to 13. 
 
Wildlife clubs 
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Wildlife clubs are created at schools in the Mecula District inside Niassa Special Reserve, currently in Mbamba, 
Makalange, Mecula town neighborhood, Lichengue and Ntimbo 1, in order to create an environment that 
allows children to participate and engage actively in conservation activities while in their villages. These 
wildlife clubs are linked to Mariri Environmental Centre and fully supported and mentored so that 
communities are reached with conservation messages based on One health concept, and they become 
custodians of Niassa heritage. NCP believes that these concepts will help to increase knowledge, tolerance 
and encourage behavior change, through various projects and activities that children do in school where clubs 
are based.  

Wildlife clubs were started in 2016 with two clubs, by 2021, four more clubs have been created, namely: 
Clube de Mabeco (Mbamba club), Clube de Elefante (Makalange club), Clube de Zebra (16 de junho club), 
clube de Bufalo (Lichengue club) e clube de leao (Ntimbo 1 club). These clubs link to the Mariri Environmental 
center bush visits. Five clubs are currently active – the club in Mussoma was closed due to lack of 
participation. 

There are currently 5 clubs with 77 boys and 73 girls participating. 

In 2020, due to Covid-19, many activities done by wildlife clubs were canceled.  

2021 Activities 

In 2021, we reinitiated activities by first meeting with club members and planned activities for the whole year. 
The following are activities/projects that were expected to be accomplished by the end of the year:  

● Awareness campaign on wildfires, community and environmental health. 
● Livestock breeding. 
● Nature table and wildlife observation in the community. 
● Extending fruit trees orchard. 

Fruit trees were distributed to Makalange, Mecula, Lichengue and Ntimbo 1 clubs. These trees have been 

planted. 

 

   

Planting fruit trees at club orchard in Makalange and Linchengue 

- A Wildfires awareness campaign: This campaign was done in one neighborhood and the club talked to 
30 families. The objective of the awareness campaign is to build capacity, confidence and leadership 
skills in children of Niassa so that they are good citizens and conservation activists who look after and 
care about Niassa and the planet earth. 
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Awareness campaign on wildfires-Mecula Wildlife Club 

- Livestock breeding - All the clubs are currently working on rehabilitating secure corrals for ducks and 
chickens. We were not able to buy and distribute chickens and ducks to all the clubs as it was 
promised. due to attacks, Makalange and Lichengue clubs lost their ducks. We hope to continue 
investing in this project in 2022. 

- Recycling plastic waste: One of the projects that the Zebra club worked on is the recycling of plastic, 
metal and glass bottles.  One of the biggest challenges in the management of these wastes is their 
final destination, since some of these wastes are not  biodegradable and can cause damage to the 
environment. As part of dealing and reducing plastic, cane and bottles solid waste, Zebra club decided 
to promote a recycling program and ways to reuse degradable waste.  

  

  

 

 

- Kids care about climate change competition: Four clubs participated in a kids care about climate 
change competition where they were asked to draw a tree and say its importance. This competition 
was promoted by an Australian organization, Al Gore’s Climate Reality Project, and it aims to involve 
kids from different parts of the world in taking action on the climate change problem that is heating 
the world. We thank Marji Puotinen for inviting us and Niassa kids to this contest. It was one of the 
best experiences for these kids as the contest allowed them to connect to the world. 
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Club members making drawings for kidscareforclimatechange competition. 

Milestones over 5 years of wildlife club program (2016-2021) 

• We have managed to maintain five clubs up to now. 

• Club members of three clubs (Makalange, 16 de Junho, Lichengue and Ntimbo 1 )plan and do 
activities by themselves. They do not wait for Mariri to promote activities for them. This 
encourages us as it shows that kids are now knowing the importance of keeping the environment 
healthy and they take actions by themselves. They have done awareness campaigns on healthy 
and environmental problems in villages without necessarily Mariri/NCP initiating the idea. We 
continue to play a supporting role.  

• Massive participation of club members in activities and projects. At the beginning of the program, 
some members of the clubs would not participate in activities. But now we observe an increased 
participation of members in meetings and activities. 

Challenges 

- Some plants that were planted by Makalange, Lichengue and 16 de Junho Primary school clubs had 
been stolen by community people. 

- Poor participation of Lugenda club, we have been trying to meet them, but we could not get hold of 
them. We assume that this due to leadership in the club.  

- The clubs become inactive when teachers are away. our idea is not everything should be centered and 
led by teachers, we want local youth to become leaders so that they can solve the problem of their 
community. 

- We felt to fully monitor and mentor clubs as the person responsible for managing clubs was occupied 
with other activities in camp and awareness campaign. 

Way forward 

- Makalange club did identify people who removed plants from their orchard and they took this issue to 
community leaders for attention and this was resolved 

- We are still teaching boys and girls to step up to leading the club. 
- We will identify one team member to assist on leading clubs. 

School lunch program 

The school lunch programs is a Tchova Tchova program in Mbamba Village where one meal is provided every 
school day  to provide a contribution to a balanced diet, combat hunger, increase participation in food so that 
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the number of children reaching grade & increase the retention of scholars from Grade 1 to Grade 6 with a 
minimum target of 30  scholars reaching Grade 7 each year and more than  150 children from Mbamba write 
exams every 5 years, to increase literacy knowledge and  competition on applying for scholarship program.  

The school lunch program is provided to Mbamba Primary School as one of the benefits that the Village 
receives as part of the conservation agreement. Mariri, teachers and Mbamba community have been 
concerned about the low level of school attendance in Mbamba village and the low number of children 
reaching Grade 7.  

After looking at various reasons that would contribute to this dilemma,  a joint decision was reached to start 
with a lunch program at school so that kids can have one meal per day. Education is a key part of conservation 
as without education, adults cannot find work and therefore rely on natural resources for income and food. 
We are committed to providing better education in Mbamba Village as part of the benefits from conservation. 
For better running of the program, responsibilities were given to three parties, Mariri, School and Community.  

Responsibilities shared between parties. 

- Mariri Investimentos Limitada/ NCP buys food for the program, provides cooking materials, pots, 
cups, spoons, forks, etc.; monitors the program.  

- School (teachers): Control the food and materials of the program provided by Mariri; ensure only 
children who come to school receive lunch, request food from Mariri when the school is running 
shortage of it; provide a monthly report to Mariri about food program.  

- Community: hires cooks to prepare food for children, fetches water and firewood for food program; 
monitor the program and the well.  

• In 2021, at the beginning of the year, 328 children of different ages were registered at Mbamba 
Primary School.  

• Between 280 to 328 kids were fed every school day. 

• 327 (160 girls) reached to the end of the year, and 27 wrote Grade 7 exams.  

 
Mbamba school kids having lunch. 
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Outcome 

• Increase in number of scholars reaching Grade 7. 

 

Social responsibility 

• Each year we donate school materials to Mbamba school to a value of $500.  

• We bought clothes and school materials for five of Fernando Alassima’s children (Fernando was a 
scout who was killed on duty by an elephant.  

Overall challenge of Environmental and Outreach program 

The biggest challenge that education programs have faced in 2021 is covid-19. We did run bushvisit and 
Environmental center, wildlife clubs, school lunch program, lion scholarship and outreach programs but were 
not able to run the Lion Festival or Joy of Life, Niassa.  
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Concession L5 South is the headquarters of the Niassa carnivore Contract and provides us with some security 
of land tenure through a long term lease. This has also been our intensive study area since 2003 for large 
carnivores  This concession of 58,000 hectares is also an opportunity to manage an area of NSR in partnership 
with Mbamba Village (2000 people).  This Objective and Goal is governed by our Concession Contract for L5 
South. Section B is our annual report for the management of Concession L5 South. We also submit monthly 
and an annual SMART report to NSR management as well as regular incident reports  
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and updates. 

Since there were no opportunities at the time for a community to tender for a concession. We tendered for 
this concession of 58,000 hectares with the full support of the 4 traditional leaders of Mbamba Village. 
Mbamba Village lies inside L5 South and supports approximately 2000 people (460 households). Once we won 
the tender and signed the agreement as Mariri Investimentos we negotiated and developed an innovative 
community conservation agreement with Mbamba Village, our partners that recognises the need for both 
development and conservation in this area.  

Our community conservation agreement is locally known as “Tchova-Tchova” – which translated means “you 
push, I push” and is based on the central value that both Mariri and Mbamba have responsibilities and need 
to be held accountable to achieve benefits for both parties. The Community Conservation Fund was 
established in 2013 as part of Marri’s commitment to partnering with local communities. In 2015 Mariri 
formalized the implementation of an additional performance payment scheme to assure that people will 
make a strong link between benefits and costs and conservation.  The funds come to the village from animals 
and conservation and have led to the community seeing L5 South as their “living bank”.  This was introduced 
by Mariri/ NCP but negotiated and agreed on through several additional meetings.  It was updated in 2019.  
The only criteria for the performance payments are that they must be easily measurable, reported on in a 
transparent way and related to conservation.  This program has been completely transparent and 
communicated to the District Administration and NSR Warden at all stages. 

While this agreement and partnership is based on principles of community based natural resource 
management (CBNRM), the community does not own the land as it is in a protected area. Instead of a “if it 
pays it stays model” that requires animals and wilderness to generate income in this very remote wilderness, 
this is mixed model of “if we pay it stays” where the “we” are visitors and philanthropists who are interested 
in conservation. Conservation performance payments (CPPs) and local employment are linked to key, 
measurable conservation outputs.  

CPPs are emerging as an effective ways to incentivise conservation across the world (Chen et al 2020). They 
are different to payment for ecosystem services (PES) as whereas PES schemes focus more on compensation 
for conservation and a reward for outcomes, CPPs focus more on providing a reward for conservation 
activities as a local level (Chen et al 2020).  The conservation performance payments (CPP) system is a 
participatory incentive linked to revenue sharing from a community tourism joint venture (Mpopo Ecolodge) 
and joint responsibilities for antipoaching, employment, conflict mitigation, tourism and community 
development.    
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This has proven to be both a resilient, holistic and effective model over the past 10 years, even during the 
Covid 19 pandemic and increased insecurity of the insurgency to the east.  Our indicators show that wildlife 
numbers are growing, snaring has decreased dramatically, lion prides have increased from 2 prides to 7 
prides, income has increased into the community conservation fund, and substantial employment and cash 
injection has revitalised the Mbamba conservation economy. 

Our donor funding is stable, long term and committed. Our income from the Mpopo Ecolodge, camping and 
Environmental Centre cottages is slowly growing and will eventually cover the CPPS and seasonal employment 
in conservation services. Conservation will continue to be supported through philanthropy. There is no sign 
this is unsustainable. This is a model that can be scaled and is being implemented (with local adjustments) by 
projects in Tanzania, Botswana and Namibia. 
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This model is different to other models because 

1) It is not an investor driven model and there is no outside investor to be paid back. The Community 
tourism camp was built through philanthropic funds, using local builders and artisans. The Mbamba 
Village community was involved in every aspect of the ecolodge from the start. It has to be rebuilt 
each year from grass which generates an ongoing income for women and men  and is sustainable 
resource.  This has meant the Mpopo Ecolodge is locally built, inspired and annually generates income 
whether it is occupied or not.  It has a sense of place. 

2) Conservation management of the concession (antipoaching, monitoring, conflict mitigation) has been 
uncoupled from ecotourism (Mpopo ecolodge) to ensure that  maximum revenues go to the 
community for community development programs. Conservation activities (which are very expensive, 
especially antipoaching) are funded through philanthropy. This ensures that both cosnervation and 
development can take place and ensures that conservation does not fail when tourism fails as the 
wilderness value of this area is important for the large protected area and Mozambican and 
international heritage. 

3) The CPPs incentivise land use planning – the land use line that was put in place through negotiation 
(over 40 meetings) designates an area for ecotourism and an area for agriculture. This is the ONLY 
land use line that is respected in NSR without policing. It offers potential for additional land use lines 
in the west on NSR.  

4)  The Conservation Performance Payments (unlike Payments for ecosystem services) are locally 
negotiated derived, measured, and simple to monitor and include both money added on (animals 
seen, children that write exams at school, months with no elephants killed) and money taken off for 
snares, elephants or carnivores killed.  They can easily be adjusted and changed as needed and have 
resulted in robust discussions in community meetings.  This money goes into a community fund that is 
managed by a legally registered association / committee that represent the village comprising 12 
people and is use for community projects (building a mosque, digging the elephant trench, buying an 
electric fence). This is a community benefit. 
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5) The Community Conservation Agreement defines our responsibility to provide work in cosnervation 
services ( 18 000 workdays) to create a conservation economy.  This seasonal work in conservation 
services (roads, construction, conflict, garden) is given to Mbamba residents who protect the wildlife.  
This individual benefit is currently funded by philanthropy but is likely to be funded by the Mpopo 
Ecolodge in future.  This is critical factor driving increased tolerance and support for conservation as it 
is an individual benefit that affect families and cannot be captured by the elites.  

6) We intentionally seek out way to encourage sustainable work for large number of people. We choose 
local labour to open roads rather than buying a grader to generate worker days in seasonal labour 
(18000 worker days each year). We choose thatch roofs rather than corrugated iron roofs to generate 
a sustainable income for women over time ($10, 000 for 40 women each year). We choose to dig a 
4km trench around Mbamba Village to stop elephant and buffalo from entering Mbamba village 
which was dug and maintained by hand ($12,000 for more than 200 people).  

In total in the past 5 years alone, (2015-2021) NCP / Mariri has paid $1, 5 million USD in cash to residents 
through salaries, community programs and revenue sharing mechanisms. This includes more than $350,000 
paid to Niassa residents directly in 2020 alone.  This has created a significant trickle-down economy in 
Mbamba that can clearly be seen in the extensive market where only a few fish and tomatoes were present in 
2012 and the increase in corrugated iron roofs.  

Community Conservation Indicators  
Note not all indicators are measured annually, some are measured ever 2 or 3 years. These graphs reflect 
most up to date information. Hippo and African Skimmer were not surveyed in 2021 but will be surveyed in 
2022 

 

  

Impala  African Skimmer 
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Snares removed – full coverage of L5S 

 
 

 

Illegal Mining Elephants killed 

 

Mbamba Community Conservation Fund showing the loss of ecotourism revenue sharing in 2020 and 2021, 

however a baseline fund from conservation performance payments continued at a level of  $6500 per year 
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Mbamba revenue from bed night levies on visitors  

 

 

Mbamba Seasonal Staff salaries 
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Infrastructure  

NCP and Mariri HQ, Mariri Environmental Centre and Mpopo Trails Camp can best be reached via road from 
Lichinga. The district route is Lichinga- Marrupa- Mecula-Macalange- Mbamba village. This is a 580km journey 
and takes approximately 9-10 hours and is best done over two days with an overnight stop on the way. From 
Mbamba village there is dry season access along a river road to the Mariri Environmental centre.  To get to 
Pemba currently takes 14 hours by road through Marrupa, Balama, Montepues. Mariri has also constructed a 
wet season access road from the Macalange- Mbamba Rd directly along the watershed to the Mariri 
Environmental Centre. This road shares a portion with Chuilexi Conservancy with a junction at the Changawe 
control post. It takes approximately 3 hours to drive to Mbamba Village from Mecula, and approximately 30-
40 minutes to Mariri Environmental centre and Mariri Headquarters from Mbamba.  The wet season road is at 
least 1 hour shorter than the district road and is in much better condition. It is the preferred road for L5-South 
logistics as it does less damage to vehicles.  L5-South can also be reached by air as the airstrip was completed 
in 2013, operational in 2014-2015 and is awaiting registration through NSR.  This process seems to have been 
stalled at NSR management level. 
 

There is year-round access to the Mariri Environmental Centre through the Macalange- Mariri Environmental 
Centre wet season road (Changawe Rd) constructed and maintained by Mariri.  The district road between 
Macalange and Mbamba Village is in very bad condition, takes longer and damages vehicles although we hired 
a team to rehabilitate this road in 2017 on the request of the Mecula District Administrator.  Wet season 
vehicle accessibility to the whole block is limited by large number of pools, black cotton soil and seasonally 
flooded rivers. We are operational and resident in the concession all year round except for school visits to the 
environmental centre which run from May to November due to imitations of access.  

In 2021 we maintained all the roads and opened several ring roads for ecotourism. These roads are used for 
monitoring, antipoaching, ecotourism and as fire breaks. 

 

Mariri headquarters and Infrastructure  
Mariri Airstrip 

 
Eastern approach = S 12.17037 E 38.09366 
Western approach = S 12.17166 E 38.08599 
Elevation 253 meters 
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The Mariri airstrip (plans and Satellite image above) was identified and cleared in collaboration with Reserve 
Headquarters in 2012. It is currently operational and almost all weather with gravel added in 2018.   It is 
situated behind the Mariri Environmental and Skills training Centre in front of Mangoma Mountain in L5-
South.   

 

 

 

Mariri Environmental and Skills training Centre  
S12.17780; E38.09151 

All construction in L5 South is done by teams from Mbamba Village. On our permanent team we have two 
master builders, 1 thatcher, 1 plumber and 1 carpenter, all trained by Mariri, all from Mbamba, who lead our 
construction projects under our operations manager.  All construction workers come from Mbamba Village 
and are hired seasonally in terms of our conservation agreement.  

Most of the construction has been completed.  2020 activities included 

• Human wildlife house at Mbamba for our permanent HWC team  

• Construction of a honey house to ensure hygienic bottling of honey  

L5 South infrastructure currently consists of:  

Mariri Environmental Centre and HQ of Niassa Carnivore Project / Mariri Investimentos 

• The Environmental and Skills training Centre consists of 7 guest cottages which can sleep 23 people, a 
kitchen, refectory, library, showers, toilets. One further cottage with 8 beds will be constructed in 
2021 

• Three guest cottages and two decks (8 beds) for visiting researchers, filmmakers, and journalists with 
valid ANAC permits. 
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• The M.E.C also operates as a model conservation farm with an extensive vegetable garden, model 
goat corral, safe sleeping shelter (Sanja), elephant beehive fence, rabbit hutches, trench, grain silo, 
and electric fence.  

• Numerous noticeboards and signboards provide information for visitors on natural history, 
inspirational quotes, and health and conservation information. 

• For administration there are 4 offices (administration, education, antipoaching), a reception, honey 
store, craft room, shop, and library.   

• There is a full workshop, with 4 storerooms for fuel, heavy parts, ecotourism, and other supplies as 
well as two containers for workshop tools.  

• A carpentry area provides space for the carpenters to make furniture and beehives. 

• All permanent staff stay on site with 3 manager houses, 2 cottages with ensuite bathrooms, 6 
cottages with shared bathrooms, 15 rooms with either single, double or bunk beds.  

• Seasonal staff are provided with roofed simple accommodation for those who wish to spend the night 
during the dry season. The majority walk from Mbamba each day. 

• An extensive vegetable garden tests provides a tree nursery (fruit trees and indigenous trees) for 
agroforestry programs, demonstrates conservation agriculture methods and provide fresh vegetables 
and fruit for all staff, and visitors to Mariri and Mpopo ecolodge. 

 

 

  

Visitor accommodation – bush visits  Staff cottages 
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Bathroom Staff cottages 

  

Storerooms – fuel, ecotourism, heavy parts, camps Refectory 

  

Antipoaching offices Refectory entrance 
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Visitor bathroom Library with art by Mbamba residents 

  

Notice boards and on paths Elephant memorial and elephant information sign 

  

Refectory – eating area and meeting areas Entrance to Mariri – From a tiny seed a baobab will 
grow 
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Mpopo Trails Community Tourism Camp - Ecolodge (completed 2018) 
 A Partnership between Mbamba Village and Mariri 

CLOSED IN 2021 due to COVID 19 

• This is a simple ecolodge designed to take full advantage of local materials, skills, and design.  It is a no 
cement camp build primarily from grass that is refurbished each year to generate income for more 
than 40 women from Mbamba. 

• More details are provided under Goal 4 – Community Conservation Agreement with Mbamba Village. 

  

.  
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Antipoaching camps and control posts  

• Control post at Mbamba River – boom gate and accommodation for two scouts (completed 2015). 

 

  
 Mbamba scout post with sleeping quarters for 2 scouts and a boom gate 

  

Control post and entrance gate at Changawe (completed 2013) in partnership with Chuilexi 
Conservancy. This control post has one scout from Mariri and one scout from Chuilexi on permanent duty to 
control traffic into the norther sections of our concessions on our all-weather roads, with three times daily 
radio contact. 
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Mariri Antenna on Mariri Mtn for radio network (completed 2018-2019) 

 

Mariri Airstrip, hangar and rapid reaction base camp providing accommodation for 15 scouts, with a 
kitchen, mess room, ablutions as well as aircraft hangar and airstrip. In 2019 completed three new stores 
(Avgas, food, and equipment), plus shower block and toilets. 

 

 
Scout camp at airstrip with accommodation, living quarters, storerooms, hangar 

Our commitment to environmentally friendly camps. Our goal is to have the smallest ecological footprint 
possible and ensure we not only do conservation but are environmentally friendly. This is an ongoing process 
with continual improvement. 

1. All three camps (Mariri, Mpopo, Nakatopi) run on solar power except for power tools for the workshop. 

2. All our camps are built from Eco blocks using local clay and low amounts of cement and are built by local 
construction workers from Mbamba Village. 
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3. We do not use bottled water, but drink filtered river water. Guests are provided with water bottles that 
can be refilled. 

4. Rubbish is safely disposed of and incinerated on site or removed from Niassa Reserve at regular intervals. 

5. Environmental Centre, Mpopo, and Nakatopi have dry toilets (pit latrines. The toilets at Mpopo have 
buckets collecting the waste to remove it from the island. 

6. The flush toilets in the staff accommodation at Mariri and at reception use the French drain system and 
are situated away from the River. 

7. Soap, shampoo, and conditioner at the Mpopo Trails camps are all environmentally friendly as is the 
washing up liquid and have been especially sourced. 

8. We try to eat food that is produced locally as much as possible to reduce transport costs. This includes 
food from an extensive vegetable garden small livestock breeding programs village and Mecula district.  

9. We have a vegetable garden for ongoing vegetables and buy from Mbamba vegetable gardeners 
wherever possible. 

10. We hire locally wherever possible to reduce on transport costs and flights to get staff home. 

11. Only natural pesticides and fertilizers are used in the Mariri vegetable garden (chili, elephant dung, 
buffalo dung). 

Electric fence 
As part of the conservation partnership, NCP provides a Community Conservation Fund to Mbamba each year 
in return for achievements (honouring a land use line, sightings of wildlife, ecotourism bed night fee, etc.). 
These funds are managed by the Mbamba Community through their elected Committee (Associação Utendele 
ni Mazengo). In 2014, the Mbamba Village community decided to use their funds to put up an electric fence 
to protect their fields against elephant crop raiding.  This was added to in 2015. In 2016 the wire was added to 
include new fields and add a third wire to keep buffalo out.  The fence currently covers 22km with three wires 
and is maintained by three controllers that are paid a salary through Mbamba Association from the Mbamba 
Community Conservation Fund. All materials for the fence were bought by the community using their own 
funds and they pay to manage the fence and pay salaries to controllers. 

In 2017-2020, Mbamba used their funds provided by Mariri for conservation performance to buy 3 additional 
batteries, energizers, and solar panels This fence belongs entirely to and is entirely the responsibility of 
Mbamba Village. It does not belong to Mariri.  

In 2020 we assisted Mbamba with drilling a new borehole to increase water supply to village  to supplement 
new borehole  provided by Mecula district government, 
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Antipoaching 
 

  

  
 

As part of our contract we are expected to conduct antipoaching activities inside L5 South under the authority 
of the NSR management authority. All our scouts are from villages inside Niassa Reserve. All our antipoaching 
activities are monitored and measured through SMART  and we have Earthranger fully functioning in our ops 
room. All the SMART data is reported to NSR management on a monthly and annual basis in separate reports. 
In addition, we act as trainers of SMART technicians for other areas both inside NSR and Mozambique. 

• Our present law enforcement model in L5-South is based on foot patrol teams providing an optimum 
density (1 scout / 20km2) with complete coverage of the entire concession every month.  

• Five teams (4 to 6 men - depending on leave schedules) move on unpredictable routes (tasked daily by 
the use of Earthranger) and sleep in different overnight temporary “fly” camps. These patrol scouts 
operate on a cycle of 21 days on duty with 7 days on leave.  

•  In 2020/ 2021, Mariri had 41 uniformed law enforcement personnel operating in L5-South and 3 
conservation and technical managers based in the Mariri Operations room. 

•  12 new “community scouts” have been added to this team to specifically deal with increasing wildlife 
conflict and law enforcement it the village agricultural zone.  

• 5 uniformed scouts are positioned at 3 fixed control posts monitoring vehicle and pedestrian movements, 
relaying information on shots fired and information coming from local communities. One of these control 
posts is shared with the Chuilexi Conservancy. 

• Two vehicles (new Toyota Hilux for long journeys, old Land Rover for local field work) and 3 motorbikes 
(for rapid deployment, delivering supplies, collecting sick colleagues).  

• The entire team is proudly Mozambican, scout’s average 30 years of age, ranging between 21 to 48 years. 

• During the dry season months (June-November) patrol teams’ cycle through Mariri for 3 days of “in 
service” training and debriefs, led by 2nd in charge Pires Jorge to try and maintain the fitness and skills 
taught by external instructors (Conservation Outcomes, police, SOS International) more than 2 years ago. 
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• Bento Amine is the Head Scout with Pires Jorge as the second in charge.  

• The “Rapid Reaction Unit” has been disbanded due to the low levels of illegal activity and these scouts 
have been integrated back into the existing 5 patrol teams.  

• The UIR policemen based at the Mariri airstrip along with scouts involved with in-service training. These 
individuals serve as the rapid reaction team in case of emergency.  

 

UIR Police support: 

• The first deployment of 6 UIR special police arrived in Mariri on the 10th May 2018, with a further 5 
arriving on the 14th May.  These police were only sent to Mariri one day after the last recorded elephant 
was shot in the NSR.   

• This was part of the extensive deployment of UIR in NSR as a result of elephant poaching on direct order 
of President Nyusi. As a result of the presence of these well-armed police and a strong message being 
sent there was an immediate stop to all known armed incursions and elephant poaching across NSR as 
far as we are aware. A few elephants do occasionally die from poacher’s snares and pit fall spike traps. 

• These UIR teams are changed approximately every 6 weeks, although this field time is being increasingly 
extended.  

• The number of UIR police has gradually reduced to 3 members in 2020, all based at Mariri airstrip. 

• The level of leadership, commitment and discipline between each UIR team varies widely and the lack of 
clear written protocols and operating procedures have made it difficult to integrate the UIR into our 
routine patrols.  

• Our experience is that UIR teams work very well on short focused missions, responding to incidents and 
searches, but hamper performance and discipline on long field patrols.   

 
Operations Room Monitoring: 
 
SMART Monitoring  

• SMART is used primarily as a reporting tool to debrief teams and analyse performance along with 
recording all illegal activities, wildlife sightings etc.  

• In June 2021 there has been a significant improvement in SMART collaboration and use with the hiring of 
Willem Krynauw by WCS.  

• NCA partners, Chuilexi Conservancy (L5N, L6, R5) and Luwire (L7) are all running SMART and reporting 
monthly. The three NCA Ops Rooms exchange information and meet regularly to improve SMART and 
their reporting & analysis skills. 

• In 2021 NCP Lion Scholar, Santos that has been through our secondary school scholarship program from 
Mbamba Village from Grade 8 to Grade 12, was selected to receive additional training in SMART as an 
Intern with NCP.  He has been interning on a stipend with NCP for 3 months.  In August, he was hired by 
L2 – Grant Taylor as a SMART technician still under close mentorship of Agostinho and Quiteria. This 
program has been very successful, and Grant Taylor has asked us to select and train another intern for R4 
for 2022.   

• We have continued to improve our understanding and reporting using SMART.  Our SMART managers 
have provided additional assistance to SMART technicians from NSR and Luwire.  We specifically assisted 
L2 with implementing SMART (increasing the SMART footprint in NSR by 4180 km2) through providing 
training to Grant Taylor, 4 x scouts, 1 Biofund intern, and providing a SMART technician and devices.  
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Species distribution is monitored through SMART in L5 South 
 

  

Elephant Buffalo 

  

Lions Niassa Wildebeest 

  

Eland African Wild Dog 

 
EARTHRANGER Monitoring 

• Each patrol team is tasked twice daily (06h00 & 12h00) and their missions are monitored in real time via 
satellite tracking via the Earth Ranger platform. Patrol coverage has improved markedly since this system 
was deployed.  
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• Lions fitted with satellite collars are being tracked on the Earthranger platform and the WCS collared 
elephants were added to our Earth Ranger instance this year. We now share our aircraft and lion 
movements and activity reports on WCS Earthranger instance.  

• Antonio Chabana, NCP Conservation Monitoring manager and pilot also hopes fully to attend the 
EarthRanger conference in Johannesburg (November 2021). 
 

 
Aircraft operations 

• The project’s dedicated Husky A-1aircraft “ZS-MYK” has been operational from May to August, flying a 
total of 19 routine patrols and 160,4 total hours flown by Keith Begg in past year.  

• In addition to patrol and survey work the Husky continues to play an important role to NCA and ANAC 
moving case evidence, cash wages, firearms, radio technicians, and law enforcement related 
technicians (gunsmiths, instructors etc.). The Husky transferred two Luwire staff members to hospital 
this year.  

• Antonio Chabana, our Conservation Monitoring Manager started his pilot training in early 
April, flew solo on 18 June and obtained his private pilot license on 12 August. Antonio now 
has 100 hours on three types of Cessna nosewheel aircraft and is close to completing his 
Husky tailwheel rating (30+ hours). Keith and Antonio plan to fly the Husky together back to 
Niassa in October 2021.  

• The aircraft is currently in Nelspruit for tail-wheel conversion training and inspections by 
Mozambican Aviation Authority who now require a “Private Operator License” for our aircraft 
operations. 

 

 
 

Medical support 

• All Mariri scouts have “SATIB24 Ranger Protect” medical insurance as members of the Game Rangers 
Association of Africa (GRAA). This insurance cover has paid out in excess of $18,000 in medical 
evacuation fees alone for Mariri scouts in 2020. As biodiversity and wildlife populations increase in 
the concession so do accidents and human wildlife conflict. 

• 2 scouts have been injured on patrol by snakes (1 Spitting Cobra and 1 unidentified bite) in 2020 and 
were flown to Pemba International SOS Clinic for treatment.  No casevac’s for scouts in 2021. 
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Antipoaching activities and results in L5 South 

 
Category 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

No. of Scouts 28 32 54 44 44 42 50 

No. of Outposts 4 4 7 4 3 3 3 

Area per scout (km2) 29 21 18 11 15 16 16 

No. of patrols 112 199 224 189 290 305 113 

Total patrol distance (km) 4375 11579 18562 25275 27764 22337 18729 

Scout training courses 0 2 1 2 1 0 0 

Scout training days 0 60 30 60 30 0 0 

Elephants poached 1 4 9 2 0 0 0 

Ivory tusks recovered 6 12 38 71 2 2 1 

Poachers arrested 3 0 32 13 1 0 1 

Wire snares removed 45 100 20 57 23 40 45 

Rope snares removed 8 59 56 18 3 6 21 

Gold miners arrested >1000  2277 39 27 8 4 13 

Mining tools confiscated >600  1961 234 65 44 12 20 
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Patrol tracks across L5 South in 2021 showing extensive coverage. The white patches in the central area are 

inselberg mountain outcrops.  

 

Patrol Intensity in 2021 showing the focus of patrol effort along the Lugenda River, western boundary along the 
Msangezi River. The Mbamba Village and surrounding agricultural land now has a dedicated team of “Community 

Scouts” patrolling since August 2021. 
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Patrol tracks of 4 newly formed “Community Scout” teams and the position of snares relative to the village. The majority 
of the snaring in L5 South occurs in the newly cultivated fields, both for bushmeat and to reduce crop raiding animals. 

• Three collars from lionesses that are dead were found during 2021. Exact details are uncertain, 
but these deaths are likely to be illegal killing.  No carcasses were found.  

• In 2021, one young sub adult lion and a hyena were reported with snare wounds in L5-South in 
2021. Both carnivores were captured, snares removed, and wounds treated. The lion was 
collared with a satellite collar. In all cases funds were taken off the conservation fund provided to 
Mbamba village through the performance payments scheme for these snared carnivores. 
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• In 2020, Alberto Muchanga was seriously injured by a buffalo with a displaced fracture to his 
right femur in several places. Orthopedic surgery ($11,251) was performed at the top hospital in 
Maputo and Muchanga is now back in the scout force and driving the Wildcat funded Toyota 
Hilux. This week he has gone done to Maputo to have the steel rods in his leg surgically removed. 
This cost was covered by NCP out of our emergency medical fund. 

 

  
Muchanga’s leg was badly broken by a buffalo while on patrol. He was operated on and his leg pinned in Maputo. He 
returned to work in January 2021 able to drive and walk with out a stick. Ranger Protect Insurance paid for by LRF  
was instrumental in helping with the Casevac from Lichinga to Nampula (C) NCP.  

• Our entire team was vaccinated for Covid 19 in July 2020. One of our conservation team, our 
truck driver, was very ill with Covid-19 in July and had to be evacuated in Air Ambulance to 
Maputo. He has made a full recovery and is back at work.  This was not paid for by our insurance 
however we have a savings fund of $30, 000 that helped to offset this $47,000 medical 
emergency bill. 
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• The dedicated Mariri radio repeater has solved all our internal communication challenges, 
however there are still serious problems communicating with our immediate neighbors. All 5 
reserve repeaters were serviced by Kinetic Six and WCS in June. We are unable to talk to the 
Mbatamila headquarters and neighboring concessions for more than a year. Various hardware 
components and lightening conductors will need to be replaced or upgraded. 

• In July 2021 we upgraded our solar power system to meet our increasing needs and to ensure we 
have no power shortages in the wet season when there are more cloudy days. 

 

Training and support 

• Scout training continues to be a sensitive security matter in the NSR. The last training by 
Conservation Outcomes occurred in March 2019. There has been no further reserve discussion 
or security meetings this year. All talk of UIR police led training has stopped and no ammunition 
has been bought despite multiple requests by concessions. Additional scout training is required 
on many fronts (patrol tactics, intelligence gathering, first aid, snake bite, fitness levels. We are 
now considering doing training for select scouts in South Africa in 2022, following successful 
training of a pilot and ecotourism guide earlier this year. 

 

• Poison Training Workshop held in May 2021 at Mariri Environmental Centre for 20 conservation 
staff people over three days including 5 from Luwire, 5 from Chuilexi and 10 from NCP. Training 
was led by Andre Botha from the Endangered Wildlife Trust in partnership with NSR, WCS and 
NCP teams. An additional workshop was held at Mbatamila Reserve HQ for an additional 20 
District and NSR staff. 
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• April Exchange trip to Gorongosa National Park and Maputo Special Reserve for Mariri Head 
Scout, Bento Amine and Samuel Alberto, from the Lion Monitoring team to gain experience 
in threats, antipoaching efforts and lion research and conservation efforts in other 
Mozambican conservation areas.  These trips build capacity and bring new ideas back to the 
Niassa Carnivore Project as well as create peer group amongst Mozambican conservation 
teams. 

Insurgency & security threats: 
• The Cabo Delgado insurgency continues to be a growing security concern in the reserve. With the arrival 

of Rwandan and SADC troops in July and advances over the past month the insurgents appear to be 
dispersing from their coastal bases. They are considered to be following standard guerrilla tactics, 
breaking up into smaller groups and moving away from larger concentrations of government forces. On 
14 September joint Rwanda and SADC forces were reported to be in the Niassa province to try and 
prevent insurgents spreading into the province.  

• There have been more armed attacks by bandits on the western side of the reserve (Mavago district) 
and unconfirmed reports of insurgent movements close to the reserve boundary in adjoining hunting 
concessions. 

• The cost of erecting a three-meter-high security fence around the main scout (and UIR police) base at 
Mariri was investigated. However, the cost of securing an 80-meter perimeter was considered exorbitant 
(USD $96,000) and this idea has been abandoned unless we can find specific funds for it over and above 
our operating costs.  

• In November- December there were attacks inside Niassa Reserve and our team were evacuated. The 
returned in February 2022 

 

Reducing human wildlife conflict in Mbamba Village 
Our responsibilities as concessionaires and through our conservation agreement with Mbamba Village are to 
assist them with reducing human wildlife conflict. The situation in Mbamba Village is complex as Mbamba is a 
relatively large village of 2000+ people and is situated is in a high wildlife density area close to the Lugenda 
River.   Through our agreement with Mbamba Village we both have responsibilities to reduce human conflict. 
Our primary goal is to stop dangerous animals like elephants and buffalo from coming into the village 
surrounds to ensure that people are safe around their homes (trench, electric fence). The second objective is 
to reduce crop raids in the fields surrounding Mbamba using a combination of methods including community 
owned electric fence, chilli guns, permanent scout presence during critical periods, living fences (Pao piku) to 
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increase their food security and build their tolerance. Our main constraints with reducing crop raids is the lack 
of landuse planning with individual fields isolated far away from the main crop fields and the divided 
leadership with 4 traditional leaders in Mbamba.  Individual farmers do not follow the instructions of the 
leaders and as a result there is an increasing surface area that has to be protected, with many isolated fields 
and a large area of abandoned fields and bush within the active fields. The amount of electric fencing that 
needs to be bought to enclose all these fields is not practical or feasible.   

Our goal in the next three years (2020-2023) will be to partner with Mbamba both as a community and as 
individual farmers to find ways to incentivize better land use planning and community lead protection (chilli 
gun teams) with support from Mariri.  We have already taken traditional leaders up in the aircraft to illustrate 
the problem and we need to find solutions that are collectively agreed. 

Electric fences 

A fund is provided to the Mbamba village as part of our conservation partnership and based on meeting 
conservation performance goals and agreed responsibilities.  In 2014-2016 Mbamba Village used their fund to 
put up 20km of polywire fencing to protect their fields from elephants. In 2016, the fence was increased by 
19km to include new fields and a third wire added to reduce buffalo entries into fields.   In 2017 and 2018, 
they used their fund to buy additional solar panels, solar energizers and batteries as well as supporting the 
electric fence controllers and fence maintenance. This non-paternal approach helps communities take control 
of human wildlife conflict with our technical support to meet their own needs.  Elephant raids on Mbamba 
fields have decreased dramatically in Mbamba since the electric fence was put up. However, the ongoing 
unplanned, erratic expansion of fields is resulting in increasing costs for the electric fence. The Mbamba 
community will end up spending all their money on fencing if they do not focus on planning the expansion of 
the fields into distinct areas that can easily be fenced. The fence is moved from around the mashambas to 
around the village itself between the wet and dry season. Some fencing has also been stolen for snares. This is 
an ongoing conversation with Mbamba. It is not yet know how the new zonation plan with the community 
development areas around the village will be implemented and who is responsible.  

Trench around Mbamba Village 

• In 2019, Mbamba Village battled with three bull elephants that learned  how to to get through the electric 
fence which is around the village (not the mashambas) by knocking over the fence pools and pulling the 
wire with their tusks until they can get through. They asked for assistance.  

• While a scout was stationed in the village for more than a month, this is not a long-term solution. We 
needed to look at additional methods to keep people safe and elephants away from the grain stores in the 
community development zone. A meeting was held with the Committee, Traditional leaders and Chefe de 
Localidade on possible interventions.  We shared the booklet - 12 ways to live peacefully with elephants 
(Produced by Save the Elephants) and discussed various options beehive fence, chilli fence, trench, noise 
makers - to keep the elephants away from the electric fence.  

• The Comite and Traditional chiefs asked for our team to present these methods at a community meeting 
for discussions. More than 100 people attended the meeting. It was agreed by the community that they 
wished to build a trench in front of the electric fence particularly in those areas where elephants 
constantly enter.  

• It was agreed that in line with our conservation agreement the focus would be on providing individual 
households opportunities to dig the trench by hand and earn income. It was agreed by community that 
anyone who wanted to could dig the fence  according to specifications and would be paid per metre;   the 
comite would pay 50Mt (25%) from their community conservation fund and we offered to pay 150mt 
(75%).  

• While there is a lack of objective data on the effectiveness of the fence it has been  extensively used as a 
simple,  effective technique to reduce HWC  in Queen Elizabeth National Park, Murchison Falls National 
Park  to keep out elephants and  Tanzania to keep out bushpigs. It is well documented (Gross, E. 2019.  
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Tackling routes to Coexistence: Human -Elephant conflict in Sub Saharan Africa. GIZ).  It is also in the 
Human -Lion Conflict Toolkit that was created in 2010 by NCP, at a meeting which both NCP and NSR were 
present at. Trenches are indigenous knowledge.  

• Based on previous experiences in other areas, we believed the trench to be a sustainable, cost effective 
way to reduce HWC especially for elephants and to make the electric fences more effective.  Note that it 
is being dug in already extensively transformed habitat not in the bush. No trees or wildlife habitat is 
being removed. It seems to work for a variety of species and be much more effective than piri piri fences. 
In addition, it provides a valuable form of work in conservation services. 
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Map of the 4km trench protecting Mbamba village from dangerous animals (elephant, buffalo, hippo) and records of animals. On only 
2 occasions did elephant entered the village through road gates that had been left open and electric fence not switched on.  

We have established a  team of 13 Community scouts (all Mbamba residents) based in Mbamba with a 
dedicated HWC office. The team is equipped with patrol equipment, bicycle, handheld Motorola radio for 
communication, spotlight, air horn, Chilli gun and C12 firearm. 
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Registered cases of human wildlife conflict in 2021 

 

2021 

Indicator Jan-Mar Abr-Jun Jul-Set Out-Dec Total 

Incidents Reported 0 2 0 0 2 

Incidents Assisted 0 0 0 0 0 

People Injured 0 1 0 0 1 

People Threatened 0 0 0 0 0 

People Killed 0 0 0 0 0 

Mashambas invaded 7 15 0 0 22 

Grain Silos invaded 0 0 0 0  

Domestic animals attacked 0 4 0 0  

Problematic animals killed 0 0 0 0 0 

Bullets used 27 43 0 1 71 

Number of HWC cases per animal / year 

HWC 2021 

Comments Animal Jan-Mar Abr-Jun Jul-Set Out-Dec Total 

Elephant 5 - 2 - 7 - 

Bufalo 1 1 - - 2 Person injured 

Eland 1 - 12 - 13 - 

Baboon - - - - - - 

Bushpig/ Warthog 12 - 5 - 17 - 

Hippopotamus 1 - - - 1 - 

Crocodile - - 1 - 1 Fisherman was bitten 

Snake - - - - - - 

Leopard 
8 1 - - 9 

Sightings in Mashambas & 
chickens caught. 

Hyena 2 - - - 2 Sightings in Mashambas 

Lion 3 - - - 3 Sightings in Mashambas 

Others 22 3 - - 25 - 

Total 55 5 20 - 80 - 
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Community Tourism Camp Mpopo Trails Camp 

Visitors 
Mariri Environmental Centre and Mpopo Trails Camp. We provide 5 types of accommodation (see rates on 
our website www.niassalion.org)  

 

In 2021, the Mpopo Trails Camp was again closed due to Covid.  In total we have 29 beds for local non-paying 
visitors (Environmental Centre) , 8 beds for researchers/ film crew at Mariri Environmental Centre, 8 beds at 
Mpopo for Ecotourism and 3 campsites for 2 vehicles at a time. Therefore, L5 South can currently 
accommodation 52 external visitors at any one time.  

• In 2019, we had 288 visitors stay for 971 bednights in L5 South of these more than 50% were local 
visitors. For all visitors who are not Niassa residents a community conservation bed night levy is paid 
to Mbamba Village, this is Mt4000- Mt8000  for Mpopo and Mt1600 for Mariri Environmental centre 
and camping. The philosophy behind the bed night levy is that Mbamba Village residents are our 
partners in protecting the wildlife and habitat in L5South. Researchers, filmakers and ecotourists 
“use” the results of Mbamba efforts and therefire should share in the benefits.  

• Since there was almost no tourism in 2020 and 2021 we again provided a donation to Mbamba 
Conservation Fund to offset loss of income from ecotourism in two difficult years 

Mpopo Trails Camp 

This trails camp is entirely handcrafted and locally maintained (combed thatching grass, woven rope, bamboo 
screens and mats, furniture etc.), and has not used any cement or permanent structures to ensure the least 
possible disturbance to the riparian habitat and highest possible employment in future in replacing materials 
(thatching grass, mats, screens each year). Dry toilets, solar lanterns and bucket showers ensure the camp has 
a very low footprint in keeping with our mission. 

http://www.niassalion.org/
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• These decks are based on the centuries-old Mozambican tradition of sleeping on raised platforms, 
called Sanja, for safety from wild animals during the wet season. These Sanja are locally built and cane 
be seen in fields throughout Niassa. The decks were built by the team of Mbamba artisans who have 
honed their construction skills over the past four years whilst building NCP’s Mariri Environmental and 
Skills Training Centre. 

• Traditional eco-tourism activities are based around walking and canoe safaris on the spectacular 
Lugenda River and surrounding mountains. Tourists can visit NCP’s Environmental and Skills Training 
Centre and see conservation in action.   

• Mpopo aims to provide a sustainable and ever-increasing income for the Mbamba Village Community 
Conservation Fund with 20% bed night levy going directly to the Community Conservation Fund.  

• We aim to be completely transparent to visitors about where their money goes when they stay and 
Mpopo and ensure this is truly a conservation tourism experience where at least 70% of the income 
directly benefits Mozambique and at least 50% goes directly to communities within Niassa Reserve, 
not to external booking agents and shareholders..  

 

 

Revenue sharing 
There are three key parts to the conservation agreement payments: 

1. Landuse: Agreement on a landuse limit 500m from the Mbamba River delineating an eastern limit for 
agriculture to ensure there is an ecotourism area.  Mbamba Village conservation fund receives an 
annual payment for this ecotourism zone, in addition to payments for the sightings of key species by 
visitors. Visitors are charged a community conservation levy in addition to accommodation costs fee 
for each night they stay in Mariri guest cottages or camp in L5 South (1600 Mt of) and Mpopo Trails 
Camp (4000 Mt).  The funds go into the Mbamba community conservation fund managed by the 
Mbamba Association on behalf of Mbamba Village. 
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2.  Conservation Performance Payments: A series of negotiated performance payments and debits to 
incentivise conservation and education.   That include money taken off for snares, carnivores and 
elephants killed, camera traps destroyed, and money added on for children who complete school year 
and write exams, months without elephants killed etc. This are adaptive and adjusted every two years 
when agreement is renewed. 

3. Individual benefits: To incentivise conservation and recognising that poverty and lack of alternatives 
are driving poaching and illegal activities, NCP / Mariri commits to providing 14400 work days in 
seasonal work for men and women from Mbamba, 6 secondary school scholarships and a school 
lunch program for all children who go to school where the food is bought by NCP, the teachers paid 
for by Mbamba Community Fund.    

 In 2021 we designed and implemented a simple, quarterly reporting for the Mbamba Community 
Conservation agreement to increase transparency and reporting.   

 

Particular challenges for community-based conservation  

• The low number of people that come to community meetings. As a result, meetings are frequently not 
representative of full community. It is hoped that as the fund grows and has the potential to affect more 
individual lives, attendance will improve. Similar problems have been encountered by district government 
officials.   
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• Some members of Association and traditional leaders continue to act out of self-interest instead of 
recognizing that they represent community and communication of decisions to broader community is 
poor. It is hoped that the provision of public noticeboards and simple reporting poster in Mbamba Village 
will encourage transparency and accountability.  

• The lack of skills in literacy, leadership, administration, minute writing, and budgeting result in poor 
decision making. This will improve with skills training and as more and more Mbamba children receive 
secondary school scholarships and return to Mbamba. 

• Poor communication by Association and Traditional Leaders on what agreements are made and what is 
required. This was resolved by making the local language Tchova film in Ciyao.  

• Lack of understanding of Mozambican law and lack of implementation of the Conservation law by NSR 
Management team and District. This leads to confusion in the village. Prosecutions are essential if illegal 
activities are to be implemented and understood.  

• Lack of agreed GMP and zonation in NSR based on participatory processes with lack of clarity on what 
specific zones means for on the ground conservation, agreements already in place and operator contracts. 

Agriculture, livelihoods and food security 

Conservation Agriculture  
One of the threats to wildlife and biodiversity is the destruction of habitat by communities when opening new 
cropping fields, as traditional practices (slash and burn) tend to decrease fertility in soils and new fields have 
to be opened every 5 to 7 years due to low fertility. To try to reduce the loss of habitat and increase food 
security, Niassa Carnivore Project (NCP) started the Conservation Agriculture program in 2012 with assistance 
from CARE International, which was at first just the Farmers’ Field School (FFS) where local villagers could 
learn better agricultural practices to increase fertility and productivity, allowing them to produce for many 
years in the same field. 

In 2018, we added to the conservation agriculture program with initiation of an Agroforestry System (AFS), 
aimed at increasing fertility and productivity of the soils in fallow lands by planting fruit trees and 
local/indigenous trees or plants with nitrogen fixing properties and also generating income by purchasing 
trees from local farmers who grow them in their houses. These programs are based on the results of the soil 
surveys done in 2017 (see 2017 annual report). This was started as there are increasing areas of fallow land 
within the electric fence that are currently protected from elephants but unproductive.  If we can find a viable 
use for these lands, we might be able to reduce the rate of deforestation created by opening new fields.   To 
incentivise these programs NCP assists with transport to sell sesame and buys peanuts as a cash crop.  Both 
these programs only take place in Mbamba Village who are our partners in managing L5 South. 

Conservation agriculture (CA) increases the conservation and productivity of soils, by using mulching 
techniques, intercropping and crop rotation, among other techniques. In order to have minimum disturbance 
of soils, zero burning and stopping the use of monoculture should be avoided, because they are two key 
factors of a rapid degradation of soils, that consequently will force farmers to look for a new area to open a 
more fertile field. Agroforestry mixes trees and crops in a more holistic approach.  

Conservation Agriculture - Farmer Field School 
Farmer Field School (FFS) is a CA program that functions with 23 farmers and a local facilitator for Agriculture 
(Mr. António Bacar, former member of previous FFS group) that offer his experience to new members.  It was 
initiated by CARE International following their model adapted to NSR. 

Agroforestry 
This is a CA practice where you grow food crops in an environment where you also promote the growth of 
native forests, and its goal is to have little impact in the natural habitat and reduce deforestation, while still 
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being able to produce food and even rehabilitate abandoned areas (fallow land) by planting native trees. The 
program started its implementation in the 2018 by identifying an area close to the village (1km from 
Mbamba) where Nitrogen Fixing Plants (Faidherbia albida), indigenous trees (Moringa, Julbernardia ), food 
crops (peanuts, maize, vegetables), fruit trees (lemon, orange, pawpaw) and green manure crops (Canavalia, 
Mucuna) are all produced. All these trees and crops are planted in the same area using CA techniques such as 
intercropping, no-till, zero burn, mulching, green coverage to increase the fertility of the soils and also to 
create a source of income to the farmers that work in this program. This is innovative as it is using land that 
has been abandoned and is considered of no use by the community. 

1. Each farmer receives an number of different seeds of indigenous and fruit trees and containers to 
plant. The trees are grown from seed by community members and bought back for 50MZN when they 
reach 30 cm of height and are in good health. This creates the first income for the group. 

2. The second phase of income is a subsidy to look after the trees once they are planted and at the same 
time growing vegetable that can be sold in the local markets. 

3. The third source of income will be from the sale of the fruit that will eventually be produced by the 
fruit trees. 

This program is structured in this way to ensure that the farmers maintain interest while the trees grow and 
have a small source of income to help their families.  

Program  Objective 

Nr of beneficiaries 

Impact/ 
Results 

M F 
Total 
People 

Total 
Families 

 Farmer Field School 

 Increase food 
security, 
productivity and 
income 

 34  12  50  46  Diverse  

 

Horticulture initiatives 

 

Program  Objective 

Nr of beneficiaries 

Impact/ 
Results 

M F 
Total 
People 

Total 
Families 

 Horticulture (Mbamba 
Market Garden) 

 Increase fruit and 
vegetables and 
alternative food / 
nutrition inside 
secure village area 

 14  6  20  20   

 Mariri Vegetable Garden 

 Produce fruit and 
vegetables for 
Environmental 
Center and 
Ecotourism. Test 
different farming 
techniques  1  4  5  5 

 Increase 
the plant 
diet in 
Mariri 
camp 
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NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE POINTS   

Most of our comments remain the same as previous years.  

• We were so excited and honoured to win the Best Conservation Team Award for the Rhino Conservation 
Awards now rebranded as the African Conservation Awards.  This aligns with our values that conservation 
is not an individual endeavour but a team effort. 

•  Many of our environmental programs were able to reopen however Joy of Life, Niassa, ecotourism and 
the Lion festival remained on hold due to Covid 19. We were relieved to be able to get more than 200 of 
our team vaccinated and not to have any further serious cases. 

• We were able to host the National Geographic photographer and writers for a magazine article on Niassa 
Reserve for ANAC in 2021, however the second visit was cut short as the team had to be evacuated due to 
insecurity, 

• The year ended with our entire team evacuated due to insurgent attacks  from Cabo Delgado spilling over 
in Niassa Reserve. This was an extremely stressful  and depressing end to the year. Our teams were only 
back in the field in February 2022. Many of our team showed extraordinary commitment and bravery to 
support their communities during this time. We have provided funds as loans from our operational 
reserve  for many of our local team to move their families out of NSR to safer areas. 

• The general management plan  for the new co management agreement between WCS and ANAC as co-
managers of NSR has still not been finalised. It was  initiated in 2015 at huge expense and is no longer 
participatory. There is ongoing confusion on what the future for Niassa holds both at community level and 
within partners. 

• There is still no completed General Management Plan for NSR. This was initiated in 2015 with the co 
management partners of WCS.   This lack of a plan impacts on all conservation work and collaboration. On 
many issues, it still unclear what the NSR policy is and standard operating procedures have not been 
developed. These are urgently needed for problem animals, illegal mining, disease outbreaks such as 
rabies, poisoning incidents, fishing.  In 2020 a SOP was agreed on for domestic dogs which is important 
progress.  Further action is needed. What are the rules? 

• In general, the Mariri/ NCP team is growing in efficiency and skills, and we have a loyal and stable team of 
112 permanent employers, all Mozambican and a strong middle management and senior management 
team. We worked hard in 2020  and 2021 to include all our staff in development of our values, mission, 
and vision. It is our intention for our managers to move into Director roles in the next 5 years and to 
continue to move our local staff members up through the levels. 

• We remain deeply concerned by number of lions and leopards being illegally killed and the effect this will 
have on the long-term future of NSR. Bushmeat snaring is still of major concern in NSR and IWT in lion 
parts is increasing with increase in poisoning and snaring.  

• We are concerned about Hyaenas and need further information on why hyaenas numbers are declining 
and mortality increasing. The NSR wide survey by NCP in collaboration with NSR showed that Hyaena, lion, 
and leopard populations are declining and becoming more patchy inside NSR.  
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GENERAL OUTLOOK FOR NEXT SEASON 

• We remain deeply committed to Niassa Reserve both as the Niassa Carnivore Project and Mariri 
Investimentos and hope to collaborate further with NSR management to support conservation efforts of 
carnivores across NSR and secure and develop L5-South. And community engagements and find a model 
that works. We have a long-term vision of more than 20 years. 

• We are very excited about the new Lion Coalition Project led by NCP to reduce illegal killing of carnivores 
in NSR and encourage collaboration through providing funding for intensive protection zones, community 
camera trapping for performance payments, increased collaring of prides to protect them. This Lion 
Coalition of interested partners is working together to stop the decline in lions, reduce the costs to people 
and unlock the value of lions for NSR and her communities.  It will also have major effects for leopards, 
hyaenas and African wild dog and is already encouraging collaboration under a joint, clear objective. All 
the funding has been raised by NCP. 

• For NCP / Mariri and our conservation programs our general outlook is good with increasing support from 
donors and a significant number of benefits flowing into the Mbamba community and Ncuti community 
although the loss of tourism is disappointing and increasing insecurity is our major concern 

• Our outlook as TRT CF, NCP and Mariri in all aspects is good (team, finances, community programs). We 
have a growing international reputation, strong voice in lion and protected area conservation and 
collaborate at many levels and growing expertise in our Mozambican team. 
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• Chardonet, P., Mesochina, P., Renad, P-C., Bento, C. Conjo, D., Fusari, A., Begg, C. Foloma, M. 2009. 

Conservation Status of the lion (Panthera leo. L) in Mozambique. Ministry of Tourism and Ministry of 

Agriculture, Maputo, Mozambique. 

 

• Dickman, A., Becker, M., Begg, C., Loveridge, A.J. and Macdonald D.  Conservation Solutions: Lion 

Trophy Hunting. 2018.  In: Guidelines for conservation of lions:  ICUN SSC Cat Specialist group version 

1.0, Switzerland. 

 

• Dickman, A., Begg, C., Bhalla, S., Cotterill, A., Hazzah, L., Dolrenry, S., Macdonald, D. 2018.  Incentives 

for conservation and financial tools for coexistence. In: Guidelines for conservation of lions.  ICUN SSC 

Cat Specialist group version 1.0, Switzerland. 

 

• Dickman, A., Begg, C., Bhalla, S., Cotterill, A., Hazzah, L., Dolrenry, S. 2018.  Promoting Coexistence and 

mitigating conflicts. In: Guidelines for conservation of lions:  ICUN SSC Cat Specialist group version 1.0.  

Switzerland. 

 

• Fusari, A, Cumbi, R, Chardonnet, P and Begg, C. 2010 Conservation Strategy and Action Plan for the 

African Lion (Panthera leo L.) in Mozambique. Ministry of Tourism and Ministry of Agriculture, 

Maputo, Mozambique. 
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• Jorge, A. 2012. The sustainability of leopards (Panthera pardus) sport hunting in Niassa National 

Reserve, Mozambique. Msc Thesis. University of Kwazulu Natal, South Africa 

 

• Jorge, A., Vanak, A.T., Thaker, A.T., Begg, C., Slotow, R. 2013. Costs and benefits of leopard to sport 

hunting industry and local communities in Niassa National Reserve, Mozambique. Conservation 

Biology: 

 

• Lindsey, P., Allan, J., Brehony, P. et al. 2020. Conserving Africa’s wildlife and wildlands through the 

COVID-19 crisis and beyond. Nat Ecol Evol 4, 1300–1310. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41559-020-1275-6 

(C. Begg co-author) 

 

• Lindsey, P; Balme, G., Becker, M, Begg, C., Bento, M., Bocchino et al. 2013. Illegal hunting and the 

bushmeat trade in savanna Africa: drivers, impacts and solutions to address the problem. Biol. 

Conserv. 160: 80-96. 

 

• Mole, K.H., Newton, D. TRAFFIC. 2020. An assessment of trade, mortalities and anthropogenic threats 

facing lions in Tanzania and Mozambique. (NCP data on lions). 

 

• Packer, C., S. Canney, A. Loveridge, S.T. Garnett, M. Pfeifer, K.K. Zander, A. Swanson, D. MacNulty, G. 

Balme, H. Bauer, C.M. Begg, et al. 2013. Conserving large carnivores: Dollars or Fences. Ecology 

Letters. 

 

• Spottiswoode, C, Begg, K.S., Begg, C.M. Begg 2016. Reciprocal signalling in honeyguide human 

mutualism. Science 353 (6297):387-389. [doi: 10.1126/science. aaf4885 

 

• Stolton, S and Dudley, N. 2019. The New Lion Economy: Unlocking the value of lions and their 

landscapes. Equilibrium Research, Bristol, UK.  Available for download at lionrecoveryfund.org. 

 
Various NCP conservation short films in Portuguese and English on the Niassa Lions youtube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCITj2COOh7OFnS9UCB-LUzQ 
 
 
Joy of Life, Niassa short films (Collaboration between Still Standing and NCP) 
Messengers of Niassa: Joy of Life 2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_iaB7eQf4Q 
Twende Mbujo: Joy of Life 2019  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L-HZeJ6qQQ4 
Niassa Dreams: Joy of Life 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOImQsESyoY 
 
Films 
2021: Tchova Tchova 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=TEZddOSXacs 
 
2014: Spirit Creatures: Niassa’s Invisible realm; Northern Mozambique’s Cyao people both revers and 
struggle against wildlife on a daily basis. To help them cope they regularly call on the help of the 
ancestral spirits some of whom are embodied in animals. This invisible realm greatly affects how 
people think and act. This documents our journey to gain a better understanding of people’s spiritual 
relationships with wildlife inside Mozambique’s Niassa’s national Reserve. A greater understanding of 
local culture helps us become more effective conservationists. Portuguese version of film produced. 
and shown on National TV in Mozambique 

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41559-020-1275-6
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCITj2COOh7OFnS9UCB-LUzQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_iaB7eQf4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L-HZeJ6qQQ4
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Awards: Best Independent Film: Green Screen, Germany 
 
2008: Badger Quest: Honey Hunters of Niassa (2003-2006). Worldwide distribution by Off the Fence, 
Portuguese version for Mozambique. Produced by David and Carol Hughes. Direction, 
cinematography and sound by Keith and Colleen Begg. Best Animal Behaviour: Japanese Wildlife Film 
Festival, Nomination for best People and Wildlife, Missoula International Wildlife Film festival. 
 
2007. Reserva Nacional do Niassa. Documentary in Portuguese commissioned by the Society for the 
development of the Niassa Reserve, Mozambique to promote: Natural history and conservation. 
awareness of Niassa Reserve. 
 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND THANKS 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Conservation is not an individual endeavour, it is teamwork.  It is also never ending and does not have an end 
date. We thank so many who have been on this journey with us. Nothing is achieved alone and there are 
many people to thank. We have been working in Niassa for 17 years now and it is impossible to mention 
everyone individually who has been a positive part of this journey (a growing group of more than 500 donors), 
but you are remembered, and your help is appreciated.  

We would like to offer special thanks to the Government of Mozambique and Ministry of Rural Development, 
Agriculture and Tourism as well as ANAC for granting us permission to work in the Niassa National Reserve. 
We thank the Niassa Reserve Management team with whom we partner with particular thanks to the previous 
warden, Cornelio Miguel, and current Warden, Baldeu Chande and the Reserve Manager, Nilton Cuna and 
their teams. 

A very special thanks to our managers Tomas Buruwate  Benvindo Napuanha and Andrew Mkanage for all 
their passion, commitment, and hard work they are the future of conservation in Mozambique and lead our 
team so ably. Niassa Carnivore Project is administered by TRT Conservation Foundation and we thank Stephen 
Clark for his on-going legal and financial assistance in his capacity as a trustee and Chairman of the Mariri 
Investimentos Board and Ashleigh Lee for her incredible assistance on so many levels from graphic design to 
accounting as our executive assistant. 

We are very grateful to our major partners particularly Wildlife Conservation Network, Blue Foundation Utah’s 
Hogle Zoo, Wildcat Foundation and Houston Zoo who have helped us with significant funding, technical 
advice, training, and support throughout the years.   

With special thanks this year to: 
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Anje van der Naald, Ayers Wild Cat Conservation Trust, Beagle Charitable Foundation, Becci and Mark Crowe, 
Bev Spector and Ken Lipson, The Blue Foundation, Bruce and Trish Campbell, CGMK Foundation, Charlie and 
Stephanie Knowles, Cori Bargman, Dry Creek Foundation, Hemmerling Foundation, Holloman Price 
Foundation, Houston Zoo, John and Audrey Ruggieri, Jon and Laura Mellberg, Karie and David Thompson, Kris 
and Peter Norvig, LanMar Foundation, Lion Recovery Fund, Mark and Becci Crowe, Mary Boardman 
Conservation Foundation, Meryt and Peter Harding, Michael Piuze Foundation, Nashville Zoo,Pride Lion 
Conservation Alliance,Rebecca Patton and Thomas Goodrich, Steven and Florence Goldby, Stuff and Peewee 
Marshall, Sue McConnell and Richard Scheller, Tapeats Fund, The Wildcat Foundation,Tom and Wende 
Hutton, Utah’s Hogle Zoo, Walli Finch, Wildlife Conservation Network, Woodman Foundation, The Woodtiger 
Fund. 

We thank you all who keep us in the field, who provide support, who comment on social media, who send 
messages of support and are part of our team, no matter how big or small the donation. 

As always, a very special thank you to our loyal and hardworking team particular those that have been with us 
for more than 10 years. We are very appreciative of the work of our antipoaching scouts under the leadership 
of Fernando Macamero and the risks they take. We also thank the Mbamba traditional leaders, Association 
and community who are our partners in managing L5 South. Our outmost thanks to Ken Harmen who came to 
NCP as a volunteer and so soon became part of the team and helped us in so many ways especially training 
the mechanics and keeping the 20-year-old vehicles on the road; it would have been an impossible year 
without him. Thank you to Lisette Gelber who comes each year to mentor our team, provide oversight on our 
financial report and helps with development of our financial systems.   “Grupo Sego” do excellent research 
out of Mariri Environmental Centre and have brought significant value to the Mbamba community and to 
Mariri by paying a community conservation levy to the community, stipends for local honeygatherers who 
part of the research effort are and paying for accommodation and logistical support. This is how research 
should bring value to science, community, and conservation. Thank you, Claire, David, Jessicaand the Sego 
team. 

We thank all the Niassa tourism operators for their support and collaboration with sightings, logistics and 
information.  
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FINANCIAL REPORT 

In 2017, The Ratel Trust transitioned into the TRT Conservation Foundation (NPC).  NCP is a project of TRT 
CF. We have four bank accounts -the “mother” TRT CF US$ account” for all donations, a ZAR account for 
purchase of equipment in South Africa and two accounts in Mozambique for in-country NCP expenses 
through Mariri Investimentos Lda. This financial report includes expenditure from both accounts to reflect 
total expenditure of NCP funds for the Niassa Carnivore Project for the year 2021. Our aim is to increase our 
operating reserve to $600,000 by 2025 to ensure we have sufficient to cover salaries for a year and increase 
the Emergency Response Fund to $50,000. This will go a long way to stabilising our programs in these 
uncertain times. In late 2021 and early 2022 we had to use a portion of our operational reserve to support 
our team in the form of loans to evacuate their families. Please contact us if you can provide funds for our 
operational reserve or donate to the ongoing conservation and community activities. 
 
Our expenditure in 2021 was USD 2 249 037 across all our NCP programs 
 

 

Distribution of expenses across our 5 Goals. Shared costs refers to the costs for everyone to live on site and  
particularly those costs that are paid in bulk and include diesel and vehicle repairs, food, basic equipment, 
camps, admin, first aid, insurance etc.  
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STATEMENT OF FNANCIAL POSITION 
 

Statement of Financial Position

(in US Dollars)

 2021

USD 

 2020

USD 

Assets

Cash and Bank 448 666          604 256          

Other current assets 36 913            85 554            

Total assets 485 579          689 810          

Liabilities

Accounts Payable 4 064              8 000              

Total Liabilities 4 064              8 000              

Net Assets

Emergency Response Fund 30 000            30 000            

Operating Reserve 193 000          313 000          

Temporarily Restricted Net Assets 121 034          6 075              

Unrestricted Net Assets 137 481          332 736          

Total Net Assets 481 515          681 810          

Total Liabilities and Net Assets 485 579          689 810          

Statement of Operating Results

Donations and Interest Received 1 943 737 1 578 672

Expenditures -2 249 037 -1 469 643

Net Surplus -305 299 109 029  

 
Colleen Begg (PhD.) Managing Director 
colleenmbegg@niassalion.org 
 
Keith Begg Operations Director 
keithsbegg@niassalion.org 
 
Agostinho Jorge (MSc.) Conservation Director 
agostinhojorge@niassalion.org 
 
TRT Conservation Foundation 
Ashleigh Lee admin@niassalion.org 
 
WEBSITE: www.niassalion.org 
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